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Export intermediaries are entrepreneurial services firms who are to link foreign 

customers and domestic firms. They assist SMEs in export by providing export 

services based on their resources. What’s most important, export intermediaries 

need have a thorough understanding of the problems exporters facing during their 

internationalization development and what assistance they require to overcome the 

difficulties.  

 

The purpose of this Master’s thesis is to find out the role of export intermediaries in 

assisting small companies in internationalization activities through investigating 

what export services are mostly needed by SMEs. The focus is on export 

intermediaries who act as external resources of exporters. Additionally, specific 

export services regarding entering German and China markets are examined 

respectively.  

 

The research method of this study is qualitative. In the empirical part, data are 

collected through semi-structured interviews of six respondents. These respondents 

can be categorized in two groups: the exporter group contains three Finnish small 

food manufacturers and the expert of internationalization group consists of one 

export agent and two internationalization experts from supporting organizations. 

The data obtained from the interviews were recorded and transcribed. Conclusions 

of the study are based on the answers to the three sub-research questions.  

 

The empirical results revealed that the most challenging thing exporters will face in 

exporting is to find contacts, partners and customers overseas. Lack of resources is 

the underlying fundamental cause for SMEs. When assisting in export, 

intermediaries need discover the needs of exporters and adapt to them. Therefore the 

role of export intermediaries identified in the study is to actively search customers in 

target market and to link exporters with them; to lower export costs and to help 

exporters gain market knowledge and experiences about target markets. 
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Viennin välittäjät ovat palveluyrityksiä, jotka yhdistävät ulkomaisen asiakkaan 

kotimaiseen toimittajaan. Ne avustavat pk-yrityksiä viennissä tarjoamalla palveluja, 

jotka perustuvat välittäjäyrityksen resursseihin.  Kuitenkin viennin välittäjillä tulee 

olla syvällinen ymmärrys ongelmista, joita pk-yritykset kohtaavat 

kansainvälistymisessä ja avusta, jota viejät tarvitsevat ratkaistakseen nämä 

vaikeudet.  

 

Tämän pro gradu–työn tavoitteena on selvittää viennin välittäjien tehtävää pienten 

yritysten kansainvälistymisen tukemisessa tutkimalla, millaisia viennin palveluja 

pk-yritykset eniten tarvitset.  

Työ keskittyy viennin välittäjiin, joita tarkastellaan viejien ulkopuolisina 

resursseina.  Lisäksi työssä selvitetään, millaisia vientipalveluja tarvitaan erityisesti 

Saksan ja Kiinan markkinoille pääsemiseksi.  

 

Tutkimusmenetelmänä on laadullinen tutkimus. Empiirisessä osassa tietoa on 

kerätty puolistrukturoiduilla haastatteluilla, joiden kohteena on ollut kuusi vastaajaa. 

Nämä voidaan luokitella kahteen ryhmään: viejien ryhmä käsittää kolme 

suomalaista elintarvikealan pk-yritystä ja asiantuntijoiden ryhmä vientiagentin sekä 

kaksi asiantuntijaa viennin tukiorganisaatioista.  Työn johtopäätelmät perustuvat 

haastateltavien vastauksiin liittyen kolmeen tutkimuksen alakysymykseen.  

 

Empiiriset tulokset osoittavat, että viejien suurin haaste on löytää kontakteja, 

yhteistyökumppaneita ja asiakkaita ulkomailta. Pienten yritysten resurssien puute on 

taustalla oleva perussyy. Viennin välittäjien tulee selvittää avustettavien 

viejäyritysten tarpeet ja mukautua niihin. Tässä tutkimuksessa tunnistettiinkin 

viennin välittäjien tehtävä hakea aktiivisesti asiakkaita kohdemarkkinoilta ja 

yhdistää viejät asiakkaisiin, alentaa vientikustannuksia sekä auttaa markkinatiedon 

ja kokemusten hankkimisessa kohdemarkkinoista.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Introduction to the topic 

This research work is done for IBFood project of the University of Oulu, which was 

a part of Finnish Agency for Technology and Innovation (Tekes) Sapuska 

programme. The research programme aims to support internationalization of Finnish 

micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in food industry and to improve 

their international competitiveness. 

Internationalization has become more and more important to the competitiveness of 

enterprises of all sizes. SMEs that step in the international market can take advantage 

of cross-border activities, which provide opportunities not only for revenue growth 

but also for the exchange of knowledge and the development of capabilities, thus 

strengthening the long-term competitiveness of the firm (Wilson, 2006). In Finland, 

SMEs represent a major part of the economic structure. Internationalization is often a 

necessary step for many of them because of the limited domestic market size. 

However, doing business in foreign markets is often associated with complexities 

and risks. Lacking of knowledge and expertise can put firms at competitive 

disadvantage. This should be especially paid attention by SMEs who is often 

characterized as lack of resources mostly in international experiences, know-how and 

financing. This is also true for small companies in food industry.  

 

Exporting, often used by small companies as an entry mode of internationalization, 

has been playing an essential role in world economic activities. Exporting is usually 

the first step and is relatively easy approach of internationalization. However, in 

Europe just a small amount of SMEs are doing so. Often due to limited resources, 

SMEs typically begin exporting passively in response to irregular needs and demands 

from foreign customers (European Commission, 2004). In other parts of the world 

like the United States of America and Japan, export intermediaries have existed a 

few centuries and have effectively assisted small businesses in internationalization 

activities. Export intermediaries, as entrepreneurial firms, link foreign customers and 

domestic firms that otherwise would not have been connected. They are an external 
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resource for firms and assist inexperienced exporters in entering international 

markets and experienced exporters in entering unfamiliar countries (Peng and York, 

2001). Export intermediaries assist SMEs through export services by leveraging their 

resources such as contacts, experiences, specialization and scale of operations (Peng 

& Ilinitch, 1998). More importantly, research using firm-level data showed that only 

a small amount of firms directly export products to foreign markets (Bernard et al., 

2009). 

 

Much research has been conducted on the topic of international trade. Majority of 

them focused on the exporters’ firm level, most particularly productivity and the firm 

participation in international trade. Effort has been contributed to the investigation 

and understanding of differences between exporting and non-exporting firms 

(Bernard et al., 2009). Only few studies have investigated about external assistance 

available to exporters, particularly the export services provided by export 

intermediaries. Export services are of particular interest to SMEs because these 

services can be critical to their success in foreign markets (Balabanis, 2005). As early 

as two decades ago, Denis (1990) had called for more research to be conducted 

regarding the export services. Furthermore, a majority of the studies on export 

intermediaries were conducted in countries where business conditions and 

environment differ greatly from Finland, for example in USA (Peng and Ilinitch 

1998) and in UK (Balabanis 2001). Because of these differences, it is hard to 

estimate the validity of the foreign-study results in Finnish circumstance. Thus it is 

necessary to conduct relevant research on the role of export intermediaries in the 

context of Finland.  

 

This study focuses on the food industry for a few reasons. Firstly, as the world 

population is estimated to grow up to 9 billion by 2040, the demand for food will rise 

exponentially. It is predicted that even by 2030, the world will need at least 50% 

more food (Reuters, 2012). To solve the problem of limited natural resources 

including food and water, experts are looking for sustainable global development 

model. This opens huge opportunity for innovative Finnish food companies. 

Secondly, the food industry, ranked as fourth-largest in the country (Hyrylä, 2010), 

plays a major role in Finnish economy. Because of the well-known clean and 

unpolluted nature in Nordic countries, Finnish food companies have good 
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opportunities to enter foreign markets with special and exotic Finnish food products. 

The decision to choose Germany and China as target countries is because Germany is 

a popular export target country among Finnish companies due to similar culture 

between the two countries and same regulation in EU, whilst China as the most 

populous country with increasing purchasing power offers an enormous market for 

Finnish food companies.    

1.2. Purpose of the research 

 

The purpose of this Master’s thesis is to find out the role of export intermediaries in 

assisting small companies in the internationalization activities through investigating 

what export services are mostly needed by Finnish small companies in food industry. 

The focus is on export intermediaries who assist SMEs. Additionally, specific export 

services regarding entering German and China markets are examined respectively.  

 

The object is to be reached by firstly reviewing topic-related academic literature and 

secondly conducting interviews. In the theoretical framework, academic literature 

including journals, books and former studies related to the topic are studied and 

analyzed. In the empirical part, two sets of interviews are conducted. One is among 

Finnish food exporters and the other is business experts who have been involved in 

assisting companies’ internationalization efforts.  

 

While large manufacturers typically own necessary resources to handle a wide range 

of exporting activities internally, most SMEs do not. This is not only due to their 

limited resources and lack of knowledge about foreign markets, but also due to the 

perceived risk and uncertainty surrounding international sales (Peng & Ilinitch, 

1998). Through export intermediaries SMEs are able to overcome knowledge gaps, 

find customers and reduce the uncertainties and other risks associated with exporting 

(Hessels & Terjesen, 2010). However, there is little knowledge regarding the export 

intermediaries and the export services provided by them. Thus, the main research 

question of this study is: 

 

What is the role of export intermediaries in facilitating export trade of Finnish 

small companies? 
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Sub research questions are 

 Sub-RQ1: What services from export intermediaries are needed by 

Finnish SMEs in export trade? 

 Sub-RQ2: How can these export services facilitate Finnish SMEs in 

export trade? 

 Sub-RQ3: How the exporter services differ when serving Finnish SMEs 

who are entering German or China market  respectively 

 

The two first sub-research questions are formed to answer the research problem 

regardless the location of target markets. The first question addresses the export 

services that are generally needed in an export trade and in this case, by Finnish 

SMEs. The second question is concerned with the advantages that export 

intermediaries could bring to Finnish SMEs while conducting export trade in 

comparison with SMEs using their own resources. The last question is formulated in 

order to find out when providing export services, what country-specific issues need 

to be taken into consideration when locations of target markets are different. 

Furthermore, at a practical level, the last question tries to find answers to what 

different export services are needed by Finnish SMEs when comparing China and 

Germany as target markets. 

1.3. Definition of key concepts 

 

In this chapter the most important key concepts of the study are explained in order to 

provide background information and thus to help understand the phenomenon in the 

study. Below the concepts are listed in order as they appear but not in a priority order. 

 

SMEs 

The concept of small and medium-sized enterprises includes micro-, small-, and 

medium-sized companies. According to the European Union definition, SMEs are 

companies with less than 250 employees and with an annual turnover less than 50 

million Euros, or an annual balance sheet not exceeding 43 million Euros. There are 

three types of SMEs: 
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• Autonomous 

Company is completely independent or with minority partners being 

other companies owing less than 25% of the capital or voting rights. 

 

• Partner enterprise 

Company has a partner who holds between 25% and 49% of the firm 

 

• Linked company 

Company falls into this category when the partner holds 50% share or 

more. 

 

Depending on the category the company should or should not include the data of the 

other partner companies concerning  number of employees, turnover, and balance 

sheet when determine SME status. (European Union, 2003) 

 

Thresholds for micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises were defined regarding 

three criteria: number of employees, annual turnover, and annual balance sheet 

(European Commission, 2005): 

 

• Micro-sized enterprises employ less than 10 persons and meet one of 

the following two criteria: have an annual turnover or an annual 

balance sheet total equal or less than 2 million Euros. 

 

• Small-sized enterprises are those with less than 50 employees and an 

annual turnover or an annual balance sheet total which does not exceed 

10 million Euros. 

 

• A medium-sized enterprise has no more than 250 employees and its 

annual turnover does not exceed 50 million Euros or its balance sheet 

total does not exceed 43 million Euros. 

 

Internationalization  

Generally and simply, internationalization is defined as “a synonym for the 

geographical expansion of economic activities over a national country's border” 
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(Ruzzier et al., 2006). Internationalization has been intensively researched in recent 

decades from a variety of viewpoints. Scholars have developed various definitions of 

internationalization by using different theories and models, such as the transaction 

cost approach (Williamson 1975), the eclectic paradigm also known as the OLI 

Paradigm (Dunning, 1988), the Uppsala Internationalization Model (Johanson and 

Vahlne, 1990), the network approaches (Johanson and Mattsson, 1993) and the 

resource based view (Barney 1991). However, not all of these theories can be applied 

when studying internationalization of SMEs. The transaction cost approach and the 

eclectic paradigm were developed based on international activates of large 

multinational companies in the beginning of internationalization research (Ruzzier et 

al., 2006).  

 

In this study, the model of Ahokangas (1998) which is further developed from 

resource based view and network perspective is seen to be the most relevant theory 

to analyze the phenomenon. The model suggests that the internationalization of 

SMEs is dependent on the development of critical internal and external resources, 

which can be adjusted within the firm and between firms and their network 

environments (Ahokangas, 1998).  

 

Export trade 

The involvement of SMEs in international business will occur when a company sells 

its products to foreign markets, buys products from abroad or starts cooperating with 

a foreign firm. These international activities are categorized into “inward”, 

“outward” and “cooperative” operations (Ruzzier et al., 2006). This study is relevant 

to SMEs' outward internationalization, i.e. export. 

 

Export is used by companies as a major entry mode to achieve international market 

penetration in their early stage of internationalization patterns, particularly for 

manufacturers (Welch et al., 2007). Exporting can be divided into direct and indirect 

exporting. When a company exports indirectly, particularly in the initial stage of 

internationalization, goods are exported through an independent organization i.e. 

intermediary located in the home country. While focusing on indirect exporting, 

export intermediary is the most important concept in this study.    
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Export intermediaries 

Scholars have had various ways to define what export intermediaries are. For 

example Root (1994) defines export intermediaries as specialist firms that function as 

the outsourced export department of several manufacturers in noncompetitive lines. 

In this study, export intermediaries are defined as specialized service firms whose 

mission is to bridge the gap between domestic manufactures and foreign customers 

(Peng et al., 2000). They are a group of entrepreneurial service firms located in the 

exporting country and help exporters find international customers (Peng and York, 

2001).  Export intermediaries are capable of finding foreign markets and buyers and 

provide various export services to aid exporter through export process (Fletcher, 

2004). Export intermediaries have an important role in indirect exporting; it links 

individuals and organizations that otherwise would not have been connected (Peng 

and York, 2001). Depending on whether title is taken for the products exported, 

export intermediaries are divided into two types: agents and merchant distributors. 

An agent does not take title and is compensated only by generating foreign market 

sales, meaning paid based on a commission base. A merchant distributor purchases 

the goods then resells them in overseas markets (Bello et al., 1985). Although there 

are different types of export intermediaries, the unifying characteristic is the 

marketing or selling of products manufactured by other firms in overseas markets 

(Balabanis, 2005).  

 

1.4. Methodology 

 

The research method of this study is qualitative. In the empirical part, data are 

collected through semi-structured interviews of six respondents. These respondents 

can be categorized in two groups: exporter group contains three Finnish small food 

manufacturers and the expert of internationalization group consists of one export 

agent and two internationalization experts. Two sets of questionnaire are used for 

different groups of respondents (Appendix 1 and 2). 
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1.5. Structure of the paper 

The paper is divided into six chapters. Chapter one introduces the topic and reasons 

why to choose this specific phenomenon to study. Research question is presented in 

this chapter as well. Chapter two presents the context of the study. Chapter three 

covers the theoretical framework of the study, covering the most relevant research 

and theories related to internationalization and export intermediaries. Chapter four 

discusses the methodology of the study. Chapter five is dedicated to analysis of the 

empirical data collected. Finally, chapter six concludes the study by summarising the 

research results and analysing the empirical findings against the theoretical 

framework. Managerial implications, research limitations and suggestions for further 

study are presented in the end of the chapter. 
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2. CONTEXT OF THE STUDY 

 

Early literature defines international trade as an outcome of search and networks 

(Bernard et al., 2009). Market knowledge and experiences are important aspects of 

the internationalization process (Johanson and Vahlne, 1990). Yet, SMEs often do 

not have resources to acquire them thus they rely on these resources via their 

intermediaries (Forsgren, 2002). In order to serve manufacturers efficiently and 

effectively, export intermediaries must understand the trend in the industry they 

specialize in and have sufficient knowledge and expertise about the foreign markets 

that they are working on. Moreover, Peng and Ilinitch (1998) suggest that market 

knowledge and experiences significantly impacts export intermediaries’ ability to 

provide valuable services which are particularly important for SMEs. In this chapter, 

the context of the study is introduced. Food industries in EU, Finland (as the home 

market), China and Germany (as the target markets) are described as the context for 

this study. European food industry is introduced first and it provides a base for 

understanding the Finnish and German food industries.   

 

2.1. Definition of food industry 

 

The value chain of food industry links three important sectors: the agricultural sector, 

the food and drink processing and manufacturing sector, and the distribution sector 

(CIAA, 2010). This chain starts from procurement of agricultural raw materials, 

through their processing up to their presentation for final consumers via different 

distribution channels. Therefore, the food industry involves a broad range of players 

such as farmers, input suppliers, manufacturers, packagers, transporters, exporters, 

wholesalers, retailers and final consumers (Wijnands et al., 2006).  

 

2.1.1. EU food industry in economy 

 

According to CIAA (Confédération des industries agro-alimentaires de I’UE), the 

food and drink industry is narrowed down to food and drink processing and 

manufacturing sector. Based on data from FoodDrinkEurope (2011), the food and 

drink industry is the single largest manufacturing sector in the EU with turnover of 
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€954 billion and employment of 4.2 million people. It is also the second leading 

manufacturing sector in terms of value added and number of companies. Figure 1. 

illustrates the shares of food and drink industry in the EU in manufacturing sector in 

terms of turnover, value added, employment and number of companies (CIAA, 

2010).  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Shares of food and drink industry in the EU in manufacturing sector. 

Source: CIAA 2010 

 

Among other sectors in the EU food industry, the meat sector, beverage sector and 

dairy products are three key branches and they represent 20%, 15% and 14% of the 

total turnover and 22%, 10% and 9% of the total number of employees respectively. 

Germany, France, Italy, Spain and UK are the largest EU food and drink producers. 

The sales in food and drink industry of each five member states are shown in Figure 

2. While German sales were 147.7 billion Euros in 2009, Finnish food and drink 

industry net sales were 10.4 billion Euros. (CIAA, 2010) 
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Figure 2. Top five member states of EU in terms of food and drink industry sales, 2009 (€ 

billion). 

Source: CIAA 2010 

 

2.1.2. SMEs in food industry 

 

Food and drink industry in the EU is a diversified sector in the sense that there are 

more SMEs in this industry than in any other manufacturing sectors. It consists of 

310,000 companies, of which small and medium size enterprises dominate 99.1%. In 

EU, SMEs are companies including micro-sized company, small-sized company and 

medium-sized company (European Commission, 2005). SMEs play a significant role 

in food and drink industry with share of turnover counted for 48.2% and the 

employment for 62.8%. However, within all the SMEs, medium-sized companies 

contributes the most with 27% in turnover and 25% in employment while 

representing only 3.6% of food and drink companies. Contributions of small and 

micro companies are ranked as second and third place with small companies’ 14% in 

turnover and 22% in employment, and micro companies’ 7% in turnover and 16% in 

employment. (CIAA, 2010)  

 

As in other industries, while larger companies have bigger budgets, SMEs in food 

industry are often viewed entrepreneurial and recognized as the start up of new 

products (often they are acquired later by larger companies). Wijnands et al. (2006) 

suggests that in order to improve performance including product and process 

innovation, SMEs need pay attention to adjusting internal resources such as skills of 

the workforce, know-how and the use of external sources of information.  
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2.1.3. Trends in the European food industry 

 

The food industry has had remarkable changes in the last few decades. The formation 

of EU’s internal market has created a favorable environment that food can be traded 

throughout the EU with little or non-tariff. With the help of information and 

communication technology (ICT), the competitions between food companies have 

been more intensified. To name but a few, new technologies have made long distance 

transportation of food products economically feasible; electronic commerce has 

helped to locate international markets and makes procurement possible globally. In a 

globalized market, those companies which previously were protected by national 

regulations are now facing new challenges. But for firms with international 

ambitions, more opportunities are opened up. On the other hand, globalization leads 

to more interest in local and regional culture, to preserve identities and save what 

might become lost. Dramatic changes are also happening in consumer preference 

which is moving away from commodity products towards high value-added products. 

There is an urgent need for manufacturers to innovate effectively in order to remain 

competitive in that market. At the same time, policy makers are concerned about the 

effects of all these changes on firms and what they can do to help firms thrive. 

(Wijnands et al. 2006). 

 

As a result of this background, food industry is shaped by three major factors: 

consumer, technology and policy. In the following part, some major trends in the 

industry are discussed. 

 

Change at the consumer level 

Wijnands et al. (2006) point out that consumer preferences have an increasingly 

strong impact on the food industry. With the increases of individualization, aged 

population and income level in the EU, consumer preferences on food are changing.  

 

The population has a low growth in the EU (0.22% annually during 1999-2003) but 

the number of households is growing faster. The main reason is increase of 

individualization. Due to death or divorce, the share of single person and one-parent 

households is increasing. This affects the size and quantity per individual package 

purchased and the demand for convenience. In some households that time dedicated 
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to meal preparing is low because of busy work or other activities; thus the demand of 

convenience on food is high. Related to this trend and a pleasure-seeking lifestyle in 

Europe, people intend to eat in a more individual pattern and numbers of 

consumption of food per day have increased. Health issue is another major factor that 

affects food industry. This is not only because of aging population, but also related to 

food safety as well as obesity and allergy problems. People have increased awareness 

of the relationship between food and health. This trend has created the demand for 

functional food which is a product with a special health claim. This trend also 

positively influences the sales of organic food which requires an environmental 

friendly production system. Consumers’ attitude towards food is also affected by 

higher income. They focus more on ethical issues such as animal welfare, 

environmental-friendly production and fair trade. The food industry reacts not only 

by providing such products but also by improving corporate social responsibility. 

(Wijnands, et al. 2006).  

 

According the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, food is on the bottom of the pyramid 

with physiological needs. Income developments and related individual needs are 

fundamentals behind many of the preferences and trends. European consumers have 

become richer and integrated their food demand in fulfilling their needs for safety, 

belonging, status and self-actualization. As an increase in EU income level has been 

predicted, as shown in Figure 3, above-mentioned trends will continuously shape 

European food industry for the near future. (Wijnands et al., 2006) 

Figure 3. Development of EU GDP per capita 1990-2030 (Wijnands et al., 2006). 
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Changes in legislation 

 EU food legislation has developed greatly over the last couple decades. The 

development is to respond to rising attention on food safety, consumer information 

and functioning of internal market. Wijnands et al. (2006) suggests that new 

legislation influences not only the internal business process of a business to which it 

addressed but also the competitive environment. The whole impact of legislation 

changes on the industry can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. The impact of food legislation changes (Wijnands et al., 2006). 

 

Cost impact resulted by legislation changes to an individual firm can be 

characterized as effects on operational cost, costs of investment and additional 

administrative requirement. For example, food labeling requirements have an impact 

on operational costs, while investments in new tangible assets and extra 

administrative requirements would normally be relatively low. On the other hand, 

prohibition of certain food ingredients can change production process radically. It 

can cause previously investments to become obsolete, require new investment, and 

raise administrative cost by asking for audits and additional information to external 

stakeholders. Legislation changes cause changes in relations towards stakeholders for 

example towards consumers if enforced legislation influences consumer’s choices or 

alternatives. More broadly, legislation change can cause institutional change if the 

creation of new auditing and controlling governmental bodies is necessary and whose 

cost and infrastructure are borne by the business concerned. The competitive 
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environment of companies can be affected by new legislation in a way that some 

companies benefit from new regulations more than others. (Wijnands et al., 2006) 

 

The EU food legislation has mainly focused on food safety and consumer protection. 

Food companies within the EU food industry perceive the EU food legislation to 

have a neutral impact on exporting to non EU countries as well as on innovation and 

imports. However, companies are satisfied with the level of food safety that is 

achieved through legislation in the EU, which provides them with a positive 

reputation outside the EU. The EU legal system has also created a fair competition 

environment through applying same rules to all players, including those companies 

from abroad. (Wijnands et al., 2006) 

 

Changes in technology and innovation 

Technologies have been developed significantly. Such development has been 

focused on improving, signaling and monitoring food quality in order to make the 

life quality of food consumers better. ICT is being widely used in food industry and 

plays an important role in precision farming, tracing and tracking as well as logistics. 

In food production line, many new technologies have been adopted to improve 

quality, efficiency and outlook of food products. And for the coming years and near 

future, more technologies will be applied in food industry to improve food safety and 

production efficiency. (Wijnands et al., 2006) 

 

Technology development and the constant changes of consumer preferences have 

made innovation an important issue. However in the food industry innovation is 

rather pulled by market demand than pushed by technologies. The R&D expenditure 

in the food industry has been traditionally low; it is only 0.30% of value of 

production in 2001 (Wijnands et al., 2006). The Community Innovation Survey 

(Raymond et al., 2006) confirms that the food industry is a low-tech industry. 

However, when comparing the R&D expenditure with GDP, Sweden and Finland 

remain the top performers internationally, while the number is relatively low in 

Czech Republic, Germany and Italy. In Europe, consumers are relatively 

conservative with regard to their food intake. Therefore, new products in food market 

are mainly extensions of old ones, or imports from other markets. And the number of 
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such new products can be rather large: for example 32,478 new food products we 

launched in German food market in 2000 (Weiss and Wittkopp, 2005). 

 

Figure 5 shows 15 trends among all the food innovations, which can be grouped 

along five axes. These 5 axes corresponding to general consumer expectation are: 

pleasure, health, physical convenience and ethics. The leading and biggest driver of 

innovation is pleasure while ethics has the least share among others. In all 15 

innovation trends, sophistication is the most important trend in Europe, which 

followed by exoticism and variety of senses. One main reason of these trends is 

people are more aware of different food from other cultures and they are willing to 

obtain them also in local stores. While today people travel more and experience food 

from different parts of the world, they have become more knowledgeable about other 

cultures and foods. The variety of ethnic cuisines and exotic drinks makes the market 

more sophisticated in nature. (FoodDrinkEurope, 2011). 

 

Figure 5. Innovation trends of food industry in EU.  

Source: FoodDrinkEurope, 2011 

 

2.1.4. Trade with non-EU countries 

 

The EU is the world largest exporter and importer in food and drink industry. In 

2009, EU exported 77.2 billion Dollars and imported 72.0 billion Dollars food and 

drink products. However, the EU share of global exports of food and drink products 

has been slowly declining over past decade from 20.4% in 2000 to 18.6% in 2009, 
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which mostly due to a few emerging economies: China, Brazil, Malaysia, Indonesia 

and Argentina. Figure 6. exhibits trade partners of the EU by regions. The most 

important export partners are NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement), 

EFTA (European Free Trade Association) and Russia whilst the top three import 

partners are MERCOSUR (Southern Common Market), ASEAN (Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations) and EFTA.  

 

 

Figure 6. EU trade by region in food and drink industry 2009 (€ million). 

Source: CIAA, 2010 

 

Along the fast growth of emerging markets, some changes have happened with the 

top EU export partners during the last decade. While important decreases of export to 

traditional markets such as U.S., Russia and Japan, export to major emerging 

economies have been rising steadily. Especially export to China has grown 

significantly 284% between 2000 and 2009. However, traditional markets such as 

U.S., Russia, Switzerland and Japan still contributed to approximately one third of all 

EU food and drink exports in 2009. These changes are illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. EU food and drink export trade partners.  

Source: CIAA, 2010 

 

Among the wide range of food products export, four sectors stand out in terms of 

trade on non-EU counties: beverages, meat, dairy and various food products 

(including chocolate, biscuits, confectionery products, pasta, prepared meals, etc.). 

These products altogether account for approximately 80% of EU food and drink 

exports. At the same time, imports are mainly fish and seafood products. Figure 8. 

sums up the information about main sectors in EU food and drink exports 2009.   

 

Figure 8. EU food and drink export by sectors. 

Source: CIAA, 2010 
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2.1.5. Finnish food industry 

 

In Finland, the food and drink industry has a major economic and industrial 

importance. The industry is the ranked as fourth-largest in the country with 

workforce over 34,000 people and creating 10.4 billion Euros in gross value of 

production in 2009 (Hyrylä, 2010). Micro and small-sized food enterprises dominate 

Finnish food industry with the share of 91% among all the companies. However, 

SMEs have a minor role in internationalization; only 15% of these enterprises take 

part in exporting activities (Hyrylä, 2010). Finnish food exports have been growing 

steadily during last decade, until 2007 reaching 1.2 billion Euros. The countries in 

EU have been main target market of Finnish food export, such as Sweden (17.4%), 

Estonia (10.8%) and Germany (5.4%). Altogether 55.6% export to EU countries. The 

main destination of food exports outside EU is Russia with 24.7%. Only 1.90% of 

food export goes to China (ETL, 2011). When comparing with other Nordic 

countries like Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, Finnish total value of exports 

in food industry ranked as the lowest. The exact numbers of each country’s value of 

total export can be found in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The export of food industry among Nordic countries 2001-2004. 

 Total 

export 

Export (million EUR) 

Beverages Dairy 

products and 

eggs 

Meat and meat 

products 

Cereals and 

cereal products 

Denmark 8900 500 1569 3700 570 

Norway 3000 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Sweden 1900 520 180 110 380 

Iceland 1112 1 1 9 1 

Finland 909 82 272 105 65 

 

Source: Adapted from Nordic food markets, 2005 

 

Finnish food industry has grown considerably in recent years. Intensive R&D has 

accompanied this growth into new products and methods, a higher degree of 

processing and rationalizations. Some companies have utilized large-scale operation 

and lower production costs in order to stay competitive in the market (Nordic food 

markets, 2005). Finland is the eighth largest country in Europe in terms of area and 

the most sparsely populated country in the EU. With a small domestic market and 

approximately 5.4 million inhabitants located in vast area, these conditions imply a 

low purchasing power per km
2
, small amount and high transportation costs. 
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Therefore, some producers are not able to obtain enough volume to optimize 

production. However, transportation cost does not work as a barrier to trade. 

Companies can gain economies of scale to overcome this problem through merger 

and acquisition. Some Finnish food companies have started acquisitions since 2000. 

The acquired companies are from Sweden, Russia and Baltic countries (Lorentz, 

2008). Some other Finnish food companies chose greenfield or acquisition of 

existing production capacity in Baltic Sea region countries to relocate production and 

thus lower the labor cost. Although the production capability is lower in those 

countries, the differences in costs of wages and social security still can make it 

profitable to produce goods there (Nordic food market, 2005).  

 

Because the food market volumes are just increasing slightly in home market, the 

Finnish food companies only have few choices on how to grow and expand. They 

either can export more products to create more markets, or expand through merger 

and acquisition. The third choice is to invent new products (Nordic food market, 

2005).  

 

2.2. PROFILES OF CHINESE AND GERMAN FOOD MARKET 

 

2.2.1. Overview of food market in China  

 

 

As recently became the world’s second-largest economy as well as the most 

populous country, Chinese food industry has been growing rapidly for last two 

decades. The production value in food industry has been the highest in all industrial 

sectors during 1996 to 2002 and remains rapid development in recent years. Unlike 

in Europe, many large and medium-sized enterprises exist in Chinese food industry. 

Among China’s top 500 enterprises in 2005, food industrial enterprises account for 

34, including 16 tobacco producers, 3 wine producers, 6 beverage and dairy 

producers. (Ying et al., 2006) 

 

Food consumption trends and drivers 

Population in countries with rapid development is experiencing nutritional transition. 

The drivers for this transition could be the result of socio-demographic factors and 
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other consumer characteristics. China, as a prime example of fast growing 

developing country, consumed calories showed a dramatic increase in past 50 years. 

Regarding to different major food commodities, China between 1963 and 2003 has 

increased consumption of calories in meat with 349%, sugar with 305%, vegetable 

oils with 680%, wheat with 131% and rise with 24%. While the changes of 

consumption of calories in industrial countries during same period in meat is 15%, in 

sugar is -6%, in vegetable oils is 105%, in wheat is 6% and in rise is -19%. These 

figures show a large difference between consumption trends in China and industrial 

countries. Food consumption is affected by a number of factors including food 

availability, food accessibility and food choice. These factors in turn are mainly 

influenced by income, demography and globalization (Kearney, 2010). These three 

important drivers of Chinese food consumption trends will be explained in the 

following. 

 

Income 

The global per capita income is expected to continue growing over the next three to 

four decades. Developing countries are projected to grow as twice as the rate of those 

in industrial countries. This growing leads to higher fat diets. The lowered price of 

animal-based foods and processed foods and increased income means higher 

consumption of such products. In China, per capita income grew four times since the 

late 1970s and the rise of income has made a big impact on Chinese diet shifting to 

more animal products and lower traditional food (rise, wheat and vegetables). In 

contrast, the effects of increased income in most industrial countries reflect a more 

healthy style of food consumption (Marmot, 2001).  

 

Demography 

China is expected to experience mass urbanization during the 21st century, which 

will have dramatic effects on food consumption. China’s policymakers have placed a 

high priority on urbanization with projected 50% urban population share by 2020. 

Assuming total population growth of 15 percent from 2000 to 2020, a rise in China’s 

urban population share from 36 to 50 percent would mean an increase in urban 

population of 270 million. When people urbanize, they tend to consume more 

protein-rich food (meat, fish, egg and poultry) and processed food. In 2000, China’s 

household surveys showed that per capita red meat consumption in urban areas was 
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40 percent higher than in rural areas, while fish consumption was 3 times higher, egg 

and poultry consumption  2.5 times higher and grain consumption was only one-third 

of the rural average. (Hsu et al., 2002) 

 

Globalization 

After China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China has 

released over 7,000 tariffs, quotas and other trade barriers. Furthermore, China stated 

in the trade policy 2010 that it is aiming to perform restructuring and further trade 

liberalization in order to sustain growth (WTO, 2010). According to Kearney (2010) 

trade liberalization is one of important factor that leads to changes in food intake by 

increase the availability of certain foods through removing barriers to foreign 

investment in food. 

 

Import 

According to Chinese customs statistics (2008), China's food import and export 

counted a total of 53.62 billion Dollars, increasing up to20.8 percent comparing with 

2007 (all the comparison are between 2007 and 2008 in this session). Among the 

total number, exports counted 31 billion Dollars with an increase of 13.8% and 

imports 22.62 billion Dollars with an increase of 32.1%. China imports food mainly 

from ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations), the United States, European 

Union, Argentina and Brazil, together accounted as 74.8 percent of total China's food 

imports. Among them, the imports from ASEAN as 8.04 billion Dollars with a share 

of 35.6% becoming the largest source of China's food imports. Guangdong, Beijing, 

Shanghai, Shandong and Tianjin are China's major food importing cities and import 

together accounted for 73 percent of China's food imports.  

 
Table 2. Food import value in China 2008 (change is compared with 2007). 

 

Country/Region Value ($ billion) Change % 

ASEAN 8.04 35.1 

U.S. 2.79 45.4 

EU 2.45 43.8 

Argentina 2.38 37.1 

Brazil 1.26 70.2 

Source: Chinese customs statistics, 2008 
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Among all the food varieties, vegetable oil is the number one product imported in 

terms of quantity and value with a total of 7.4 million tons and worth 8.47 billion 

Dollars. Other imported foods are aquatic products, meat and offal, fresh and dried 

vegetables and nuts, dairy products and cereals. Numbers of quantities and import 

values of these most imported food products are described in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Types of most imported food in China 2008. 

Name 
Quantity Import Value 

Million tons Change (%)  $ billion Change (%)  

Vegetables 7.41 -3.9 8.47 50.5 

Aquatic products 2.12 -1.0 3.34 4.9 

Meat and offal 1.79 37.7 2.29 57.1 

Fresh, dried fruits and nuts 1.56 24.9 1.03 38.9 

Dairy products 0.30 14.7 0.75 18.4 

Cereals (excluding 

unprocessed） 
2.16 -54.8 0.55 -26.1 

 
Source: Chinese customs statistics, 2008 

 

2.2.2. Overview of food market in Germany 

 

 

With 82 million inhabitants, Germany has the largest food and beverage market in 

Europe, having generated total revenue of 230 billion Euros in 2010. In 2010, the 

largest industry segments by production value were: meat and sausage products with 

22.7 per cent, dairy products with 15.4 per cent, confectionery with 9.4 per cent and 

alcoholic beverages with 8.7 per cent. The German food market is predominated by 

SMEs. (Austrade, 2011). 

 

Import 

The main trading partners in the food and beverage industry are other EU countries, 

which followed by Russia, the United States and Switzerland (German business 

portal, 2009). Although Europe’s second biggest producer of food, Germany is a net 

importer in major groups of food and drink products. Part of the local demand is 

satisfied with domestically produced goods, however, in 2010, products to the value 

of 60.7 billion EUR were imported, mostly processed foods and agricultural 
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commodities (Austrade, 2011). In the past 10 years, food imports have steadily 

increased, thus underlying the rising demand for foreign as well as exotic foods.  

 

Distribution Channels  

Few German retailers import products directly from other countries. Most food 

retailers rather buy from distributors/wholesalers that specialize in the import of food 

and beverages. The specialized importers have in-depth knowledge of all importing 

requirements such as the necessary product certificates, labeling and packaging and 

also take care of the shipping, customs clearance, warehousing and distribution of the 

products within the country. It is advisable that foreign exporters find a local 

representation to place and promote their products successfully in Germany. Foreign 

companies looking for German food importers, wholesalers or distributors can find 

reliable information at the Federation of German Food and Drink Industries (BVE), 

the Federal Association of the German Retail Grocery Trade (BVL) as well as at the 

different food market segments industry associations (German business portal, 2009). 

 

The German retail food sector is dominated by five large retailers with more than 74 

percent of the market. As shown in Table 4 on next page the top five German 

retailers are Edeka, Rewe Group, Schwarz Group, Aldi Group and Metro Group. 

Edeka, Rewe Group and Schwarz Group operate chains in more than one distribution 

channel, for example, supermarkets and discounters. In 2010, the overall market 

share of discounters offering a limited selection of mainly private label goods at low 

prices remained stable at 41.6 per cent. Hypermarkets and large-scale superstores 

(>2.500 sqm) have a total sales volume of 28 per cent of the market. Conventional 

supermarkets (<2.500 sqm) have a market share of 26.3 per cent. Convenience stores 

and small supermarkets are gradually losing their grounds. (Austrade, 2011) 
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Table 4. Top 10 food retailers in Germany 2010. 

Parent company Retail brand Food sales (EUR 

billion) 

Share of food 

sales % 

Edeka Group Edeka, Marktkauf, E-Reichelt, Netto, Plus, 

others 

40.9 90.2 

Rewe Group Penny, REWE, others 27.0 71.8 

Schwarz Group Lidl, Kaufland, Handlshof, Concord 23.0 81.1 

Aldi Group Aldi Nord, Aldi Süd 20.1 82.0 

Metro Group Real, Metro C+C, Galeria Kaufhof 11.7 38.6 

Lekkerland  Lekkerland 7.8 99.0 

Schlecker Schlecker, Vitalsana B.V. 4.0 92.0 

Dm-Drogeriemarkt Dm 3.7 90.0 

Rossmann Rossmann 2.6 75.5 

Bartels-Langness Famila, Markant, Bela C+C, others 2.3 77.5 

 
Source: Austrade 2011 

 

For foreign food and beverages companies, another useful way of finding the right 

distribution for their products is to participate in the various food trade fairs taking 

place in Germany. Trade shows like ANUGA, the Green Week or BioFach in 

Germany have a high reputation among industry experts worldwide. Participating in 

any of these events facilitates the direct contact with German food brokers, importers 

and wholesalers. Information about the different industry-related trade fairs being 

held in Germany can be found in the databank of the Association of the German 

Trade Fair Industry (AUMA).  

 

Trends and opportunities (Austrade, 2011) 

The German trend in food industry is very much similar to European trend in food 

industry. There has been an increasing demand in Germany for wellness, 

convenience food, organic products and functional food in the past years. German 

consumers expect high quality and low prices for their food and beverage products. 

However, Germany has strict label requirements concerning imported food products. 

Goods can be prevented from entering market if any indication required under the 

German Labeling Regulation is missing.  

 

Wellness and health foods are estimated to grow by 2.5 per cent in 2011. Greater 

health consciousness is strongly influencing food and drink sales. An ageing 

population is increasing demand for health and wellness as well as functional and 

organic food products to overcome conditions including diabetes, high blood 

pressure and cholesterol. Two-thirds of Germans see a direct link between nutrition 
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and health. Organic and Fair Trade product ranges have enjoyed considerable 

success in Germany. With 5.8 billion EUR in organic food sales in 2009, Germany is 

by far the largest market in Europe and will continue to grow further. New 

developments in this sector are the increasing number of organic food shops and 

sales in supermarkets and discounters. Most supermarkets and discounter chains have 

their own organic label brands when an increasing number of consumers are seeking 

to improve their sense of wellbeing, health and even their performance levels through 

the consumption of organic and functional foods. Functional food is expected to 

become one of the most important segments of the food and beverage industry with a 

estimated 23 per cent market increase by 2014. An increasing number of single-

person households and the growing number of working women has increased 

average net household incomes, and subsequently influenced food consumption. 

Demand for convenience food such as deep-frozen ready-to-eat meals including 

pizza, desserts and baked goods have been steadily increasing in recent years. 

Germany already has the largest frozen food market in Europe with total sales of 

11.4 billion Euros in 2010. (Austrade, 2011) 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In the chapter, the theoretical framework of the study is presented. Firstly, the 

relevant theories concerning internationalization of SMEs are reviewed. After that 

different types of export intermediaries and their definitions are introduced. More 

information is then given regarding one type of export intermediaries that is relevant 

to this study. Next, while focusing on the export intermediaries, the relations between 

internationalization of SMEs and export intermediaries are analyzed, followed by 

literature review on the theories behind export services of intermediaries.  

 

3.1. Internationalization of SMEs  

 

SMEs play an important role in economies by contributing considerably to country’s 

gross domestic product and provide great amount of employment. They can be 

characterized two types as growth or non-growth by the entrepreneurial orientation 

of the owners. Entrepreneurship is an important part in SME theories and it is 

connected with SMEs through the motives of individual or a group of persons to 

create an own business. Although entrepreneurs in both types SMEs are aiming to be 

successful, they have sometimes contrasting attitudes towards company growth. 

Non-growth type of company is usually family business, owners try to keep control 

as much as possible and thus avoid contracts with many parties outside the family. In 

growth-oriented companies, owners are open to partnership, establishment of 

networks and they are looking to maximize wealth with all means. (Holmes and 

Zimmer, 1994) 

 

As part of growth, internationalization has caught increasing interest of SMEs during 

past decades. When a company internationalizes, its economic activities are 

geographically expanded across the national country’s border (Ruzzier et al., 2006). 

Specifically for SMEs, the term refers to an outward movement of international 

operations (Welch and Luostarinen, 1993). In Nordic countries the 

internationalization of SMEs has traditionally been defined as “the process of 

increasing involvement in international operations” (Welch and Luostarinen, 1993) 
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and this process has often been understood as gradual and sequential, consisting of 

several stages. Existing research has focused on SMEs' internationalization mainly 

from the aspect of the firm's international activities or operations by analyzing the 

processes or networks (Ruzzier et al., 2006). Among other theories, the Uppsala 

model, network approach and resource based approach are the most relevant theories 

to this study that explain the phenomenon of SMEs internationalization. 

 

The Uppsala Internationalization Model was first developed by Johanson and Vahlne 

(1977). In this dynamic model, internationalization of the firm is seen as an 

incremental process resulted by a company's international involvement and different 

types of learning. The model suggests that the general and experiential market 

knowledge and resource commitment of firms affect managerial decisions and 

current business activities. In turn, these business activities increase the market 

knowledge and thus encourage further resource commitment to foreign markets 

(Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). This model implies that firms start their international 

involvement first in psychically close countries through a less risky entry mode. 

After gaining experiences and knowledge, firms will then be able to enter psychically 

distant countries and using a more complex operation mode. Differences in 

languages, culture, business environment and etc. are usually the factors generating 

psychic distance between countries.  

 

In the network approach developed by Johanson and Mattsson (1993), 

internationalization of the firm is achieved through establishing and developing 

networks with counterparts in a foreign network. The firm is initially engaged in a 

network which is primarily domestic and then further develops business relationships 

in networks in foreign countries. Johanson and Mattson (1993) emphasize gradual 

learning and the development of market knowledge through interaction within 

networks. Relationships within the networks between the firm and counterparts are 

either complementary or competitive. The firm access new knowledge and resources, 

build trust and commitment through the relationships therefore both types of 

relationship are crucial elements of the internationalization process (Ruzzier et al., 

2006). In contrast to the Uppsala model, network theory sheds light on how the 

resources, activities, and actors either inter-firm or between firms within networks 

affect the process of SMEs internationalization. 
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Resource based approach of internationalization is developed based on existing 

models. Resources includes tangible or intangible resources that are owned or 

controlled by the firm and by using firm’s capability, they are converted into 

products or services. Barney (1991) in resource based view (RBV) suggests valuable, 

rare, imperfectly imitable and not substitutable resources are the fundamental drivers 

of the performance and sustainable competitive advantage needed for 

internationalization. Resource based view recognize the importance of intangible 

knowledge-based resources in providing a competitive advantage (Ruzzier et al., 

2006). Some researchers later have further developed resource-based models to 

explain SMEs internationalization. The model of Ahokangas (1998) which is 

developed from resource based view and network perspective is the most relevant 

one to this study. The model suggests that the internationalization of SMEs is 

dependent on the development of critical internal and external resources, which can 

be adjusted within the firm and between firms and their network environments 

(Ahokangas, 1998).  The resource adjustment behaviors include four types:  

 

 A firm alone develops the internal critical resources needed for 

internationalization. 

 A firm develops internal resources needed for internationalization with 

the help of external resources. 

 A firm develops internal resources through co-operations with other 

firms within a network and both partners develop resources jointly. 

 A firm develops internal resources through sharing not only resource 

interdependencies but also control of the firm’s resources with other 

firms within a network. 

 

These resource adjustment modes imply that firms may pursue different 

internationalization development strategies over time. They can be either firm- or 

network-oriented resource development strategies or a combination by utilizing 

internal and external resources (Ruzzier et al., 2006). In this model, internal and 

external resources available to the firm constitute the whole set of resources available 

to the firm.  
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3.2. Export intermediaries 

 

3.2.1. Indirect exporting approaches and export intermediaries 

 

In internationalization activities, the choice of foreign market entry modes is largely 

dependent on company’s desired strategic objectives (Albaum et al., 2005). For 

SMEs, exporting is the most used operation mode to enter international markets. 

Exporting is the act of producing goods or services in home country and selling or 

trading them to another country. It is a low risk and relatively low commitment 

choice (Cavusgil, 1984), which matches the limited availability of resources that 

SMEs have. The term “exporting” includes both direct and indirect exporting, as 

illustrated in Figure 9. 

 

Direct exporting takes place when the manufacturer or exporter sells directly to the 

importer or the buyer in the foreign market and it can be done in many different 

ways. In a study of Finnish industrial SMEs, 32.9 per cent of companies began 

exporting through foreign intermediaries (Luostarinen et al., 1994). Direct export 

gives more control to a firm in its foreign markets, but it also requires much more 

resources and higher involvement than indirect exporting. In order to perform direct 

exporting, a company should possess i) a certain volume of international business; ii) 

enough resources in terms of capital and personal; iii) market knowledge about target 

country; vi) capability of managing foreign distribution (Terpstra and Yu, 1988). 

Otherwise, the exporting would be less successful. On the other hand, indirect 

exporting requires none of these conditions. 
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Figure 9. Basic export marketing channels (adapted from Albaum et al. 2005: 252) 

 

When a company exports indirectly, particularly in the initial stage of 

internationalization, goods are exported through an independent organization i.e. 

intermediary located in the home country. A research of Finnish industrial SMEs 

found that 35.3 per cent of companies began exporting through home country based 

intermediaries (Luostarinen et al., 1994). The intermediary can be either an 

international marketing organization (merchants and agents) or a cooperative 

organization (piggybacking or exporting combinations). In the following, each type 

of intermediaries will be examined. 
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Home country based merchant 

As an international marketing organization, the main difference between merchants 

and agents is the ownership of products. The merchant takes ownership of products 

that are exported and sold, while the agent does not take ownership of them. There 

are three types of merchants: export merchants, trading companies and export desk 

jobbers.  

 

The export merchant is usually large-scale companies who dominate the trade of 

certain areas or nations. They buy and sell products on their own. The domestic 

manufacturer’s effort to exporting is reduced to minimum by using this type of 

exporting intermediary. However, export merchant do not deal with issues such as 

products modification (product packaging, quantity per unit package) in order to 

meet any specific needs of target foreign markets. Most of export merchants are 

interested in commodity products for a generally open market. They do not take 

responsibility to develop product details or make extra sales effort. (Albaum et al, 

2005) 

 

The export trading company (ETC) represents a major component in the merchant 

group. They have long played a key role in internationalization of companies in 

various countries such as the U.S., Japan, Brazil, South Korea, China, Thailand and 

in some European countries. Trading companies are independent organizations that 

deal with many aspects of trading. Sometimes they provide export services as 

shipping, warehousing, finance etc. When exporters using trading companies, the 

exporting activities are carried out by the trading company thus export activities may 

not be more complicated than a normal domestic transaction. A major attractive 

prospect for a company without international experiences, trading company brings 

the ability to enter the global distribution and information networks of different 

foreign markets. Unlike export merchant, trading company sometimes requests a 

number of changes for the foreign market, such as a product’s features or packaging. 

(Welch et al., 2006). 

 

The third type export merchant is an export desk jobber. Such a merchant mainly 

deals with raw materials but does not acquire the products physically. Their main 

task is to bring together manufacturer and the buyer and protect the producer from 
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potential risks and they determine reliability of the buyer. However, such merchants 

do not contribute to establishment continuous markets for producers. (Albaum et al, 

2005) 

 

Home country based agent 

Another form of domestic intermediary that companies use to create foreign sales is 

home-country-based agents. Unlike merchants they often do not take ownership of 

products, instead they manage export activities on behalf of the exporter.  

 

The export commission house is the representative of the foreign buyer, which is 

located in the manufacturer’s home country. They act on the behalf of the buyer. 

Such a company receives an order and then scans the market in order to find the most 

appropriate supplier for the buyer. (Albaum et al, 2005) 

The confirming house, also called buying agents, purchase and arrange export of 

domestic products on behalf of overseas buyers. They are paid a commission by their 

foreign clients and they usually seek to obtain the desired items at the lowest possible 

price. Sometimes, they may be involved with foreign government and act as a 

foreign government agency. (Albaum et al, 2005) 

Resident buyer is a representative of the foreign buyer in the domestic market. 

Usually these are “permanently” employed representatives of large retail chains, 

buying products in the manufacturer’s country. Similar to confirming house, they are 

more interested in obtaining lowest possible price. Therefore, they act in the interests 

of the overseas buyer. (Albaum et al, 2005) 

The home-country based broker is to bring together the buyer and seller. They can 

act in two ways as the agent on the seller’s behalf or from the buyer’s side. Usually, 

brokers specialize in some particular commodities, no more than two. So, the broker 

is a middleman dealing with one or two products on the behalf of the exporter or the 

importer. (Albaum et al, 2005) 

The export management company (EMC) is another important form other than 

trading company. Unlike trading companies, they often do not buy products from 

exporter, but providing export services and managing exporting activities on behalf 
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of the exporter. They acts as the outsourced export department for exporters and help 

to establish overseas markets by performing  a wide range of exporting services, 

including market research, selling activates, financing, documentation and 

negotiations (Welch et al., 2007). While some export management companies 

operate on a commission basis (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1998), some work 

on a retainer basis and they provide their clients with important trainings and advices 

or sometimes they undertake up-front marketing in target markets (Barovick, 1992). 

According to Perry (1992), many export management companies become more like 

trading companies; they buy products from exporter and operate on their own 

account. Export management companies usually specialize either by product or by 

foreign market, or sometimes both. 

Cooperative organization 

The third type of the export mode is via cooperative organizations - piggybacking 

and exporting combinations. Piggybacking is a very effective way for SMEs to enter 

foreign markets that have strong competitions and high enter barriers. It is a 

voluntary arrangement, usually no equity involved, in which one manufacturer 

markets the products of another manufacture (sometimes more than two parties are 

involved). The first manufacture is the carrier and it acts as a distributor in marketing 

the products of the second manufacturer (the rider). Companies can reach some 

objectives together through piggybacking that they cannot otherwise reach efficiently 

by themselves. In this arrangement, the products can either use carriers or rider’s 

brand name but in order to ensure successful arrangement only products that are 

complementary and appeal to the same customers will be carried.  The market 

coverage can vary from single-country to multi-country markets but many tend to be 

a one country piggybacking arrangement. A major motive for both parties is the 

achievement of economies of scale in one or more aspects of the international 

marketing task. In piggybacking a rider firm takes advantage of the market channel 

of the carrier firm and a carrier relies on the rider to attain wider product lines. Each 

party reaches a lower transaction cost through piggybacking than developing new 

products or channels alone. However, piggybacking arrangements will not last 

infinitely. They can lead to joint ventures or acquisitions or other stronger 

relationship than piggybacking. The agreement can be dissolved by parties when 
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internal or external changes happen such as one party’s needs or objectives change. 

(Terpstra and Yu, 1988) 

The last option of an export channel is exporting combinations. A manufacturer can 

export cooperatively by becoming a member of an association that is formed of 

independent and competitive business firms. There are two types of associations – 

marketing cooperative associations of manufacturers or merchants that engage in 

exporting member’s products and export cartels. In the first case such marketing 

cooperative associations are found in the primal product industries. Export cartels are 

formed in order to exert the control over the market. (Albaum et al, 2005) 

The type of export intermediaries relevant to this study is an EMC/ETC type of 

export intermediaries. As early of this chapter mentioned, depending on whether title 

is taken for the products exported, such type of intermediaries can be further divided 

into agents and merchant distributors. An agent does not take title and is 

compensated only by generating foreign markets sales meaning paid based on a 

commission bases. A merchant distributor accepts the risks involved and purchases 

the goods then resells them abroad (Bello and Williamson, 1985). Actually, either of 

the ETC or the EMC may take title to some or all of the goods it exports. The main 

difference between the two is that ETC also does import trade and trade between 

foreign countries (Castaldi et al., 1992) 

3.2.2. History of export intermediaries 

While traders have existed since the beginning of economic history, the development 

of export intermediaries started in 1600, when the East India Company received a 

royal charter in London to monopolize the India trade. Traditionally, export 

intermediaries have helped manufacturers to expend export trade by linking buyers 

and sellers who are separated by geographical distance and culture. Similar trading 

houses were established in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, and other 

European countries during the time of colonialism. Intermediaries influenced early 

history of the United States to a great extent as well. They facilitated US exports and 

spearheaded the development of new markets such as Latin America. These early 

export intermediaries expanded scale and scope of global trade when international 

trade was still extremely limited, ancient, and risky. (Peng and Ilinitch 1998) 
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Followed the pattern of European trading houses, the first group of Japanese export 

intermediaries such as Mitsui and Mitsubishi were established in the late 1800s. 

After the Second World War, a group of large export intermediaries, also called as 

the sogo shosha (general trading companies), started to play a more central role in the 

expanding Japanese economy by helping members of their respective industrial 

groups penetrate foreign markets. In addition to the sogo shosha, Japan also has some 

6,000-9,000 small and medium-sized trading companies. Until the early 1980s, 

export intermediaries handled approximately 50 percent of Japan's exports. These 

intermediaries, especially the sogo shosha, are the main reason for Japan's great 

success in export expansion. (Peng and Ilinitch 1998) 

In Europe, central European trading companies (mainly West German) have been in 

an important role since the Second World War. They have facilitated barter and 

counter-trade arrangements between East and West. On the other hand, Scandinavian 

trading companies (mainly Swedish) have been taking part in exporting forestry 

products globally. Since the end of eighteenth century, Swedish trading companies 

are mainly of importance in exporting to Eastern and overseas markets. (Mattsson, 

1989) 

The significance of the intermediary's role in Japan's export success awakens the 

economic and trade policymakers throughout the world.  In order to stimulate more 

exports, many countries encouraged the development of local versions of the sogo 

shosha throughout the 1970s and 1980s. As a result, export intermediaries as an 

organizational form entered a period of global diffusion. The first legislation aiming 

at imitating Japanese export intermediary firms was passed in Brazil in 1972. 

Thereafter, a number of countries followed, including South Korea (1975), Taiwan 

(1977), Thailand (1978), Turkey (1980), China (1980) and the United Sates (1982). 

They all use legislation, government decrees, and/or tax advantages to encourage the 

development of native export intermediaries. (Peng and Ilinitch, 1998) 

3.2.3. Role of export intermediaries 

 

In export trade, export intermediaries perform as a “middleman” to link customers 

and manufacturers that otherwise would not be connected. In addition to the causes 

of different culture, language and geographical distances separating sellers and 
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buyers, many small companies are kept away from exporting due to limited resources 

and lack of knowledge regarding foreign markets, complexity involved in planning, 

organizing and adjusting products for foreign markets, perceived risks and 

uncertainty about international sales as well as lack of awareness about or trust in 

government-sponsored export programs (De Noble et al., 1989; Peng and Ilinitch, 

1998). Under such circumstances, export intermediaries may emerge as indirect 

distribution channel to connect domestic firms with foreign customers (Peng and 

York, 2001). Intermediaries may more efficiently locate and negotiate with foreign 

customers by using their contacts, experiences, specialization and scale of operations 

(Peng and York, 2001).  

 

Export intermediaries are entrepreneurial services firms, unlike large Japanese 

trading companies that have the power to carry large amount of products, most of 

them are tend to be small and undercapitalized (Peng, 2000). Some common 

characteristics of export intermediaries have found through the research undertaken 

by the National Federation of Export Association (NFEA) of Unite States of America 

in 90’s. The research found that most of the export intermediary companies are 

common small in size, with employees ranging from 2 to 50 people. Statics shows 

although the gross revenue generated by these companies is all over the spectrum, 

larger companies tend to have bigger earnings. Furthermore, while the size of export 

intermediary companies tends to be small, the size of their manufacturer-clients 

whose products they sell can be large or small. Export intermediaries may handle a 

narrow range of products in a single sector or a wide range of products cross sectors. 

However, most intermediaries achieve economies of scale through specialization in 

either products or foreign market or both (Balabanis, 2001). Therefore, export 

intermediaries have good knowledge about the products that they handle and the 

markets that they serve. Moreover, export intermediaries are entrepreneurial in style 

and performance. Most of them keep active networks of agents and distributors 

overseas and some of them have their own overseas offices and warehouses 

(Barovick and Anderson, 1992). Both of these two factors bring advantages in terms 

of effectiveness and relative low costs of distribution (Balabanis, 2001). Increasingly, 

relatively larger export intermediaries are willing to take risks and take title to goods 

then resell in overseas market (Barovick and Anderson, 1992).  
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3.3. Internationalization of SMEs and export intermediaries 

 

Although modern internationalization of SMEs is commonly seen to be accelerated 

by the development of technologies, homogenization of markets and increasing 

international and cultural awareness (Autio, 2005), commitment to a foreign market 

is still significantly influenced by experiential specific market knowledge, resource 

availability and foreign market size (Pedersen and Petersen, 1998). Due to the 

characteristics of SMEs, they often are not capable to locate high level of 

commitment to a foreign market in the beginning of market entry. Therefore, many 

SMEs tend to use indirect exporting channels to start exporting through gaining 

experiential knowledge and resources from intermediaries (Johanson and Vahlne, 

2003; Forsgen, 2002; Theingi and Purchase, 2011).  

 

Firm resources influence successful business operation by improving the efficiency 

or effectiveness (Barney, 2002). During the process of internationalization, SMEs 

need optimally allocate their scarce resources in order to achieve good export 

performance (Leonidou et al., 2002). These resources allow firms to explore 

opportunities and more importantly to neutralize threats in competitive environments 

(Michalisin et al., 1997). For resource constrained SMEs, it is important to look 

outside of their internal boundaries. The model of Ahogkangs (1998) states that 

internationalization of SMEs is dependent on both critical internal and external 

resources of the firm. This aligns with the study of Peng and York (2001). In their 

study it is suggested that SMEs export performance is affected by to which degree 

they utilized export intermediaries’ resources (Peng and York, 2001). These 

important resources of intermediaries include knowledge/expertise, marketing skills 

and the specialization of the intermediary (Theingi and Purchase, 2011). Knowledge 

and experiences play an important role in internationalization process. While firms 

acquire more experiential knowledge about international markets, there are more 

willing to get involved in an internationalization strategy (Theingi and Purchase, 

2011). Marketing skills such as negotiating ability, strategy development in export 

markets also influence export performance and it is one of the most important reason 

why SMEs decide to use export intermediaries (Theingi and Purchase, 2011).  
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Peng et al. (2006) investigated what conditions influence choices of SMEs to rely on 

indirect export by applying a transaction cost theory on export intermediaries and 

focusing on the transaction level. They argue that this is related to the decision of 

make (the direct mode of establishing in-house export channels) or buy (the indirect 

mode of outsourcing certain services to intermediaries). Transaction cost theory is 

concerned with how firms make governance choices in order to minimized 

transaction costs. The transaction cost theory supposes that firms try to minimize the 

costs of maintaining the chosen contractual relationship, and that firms try to 

minimize the governance costs of exchanges resources within the company. Firms 

compare the costs of exchanging resources from chosen contractual relationship, 

against the governance costs of performing activities in-house (Williamson, 1985). 

According to Williamson (1985), a transaction cost occurs "when a good or a service 

is transferred across a technologically separable interface". The transaction costs 

could be reflected by the factors such as the bounded rationality of decision makers, 

uncertainty and complexity of the environment, and asymmetric distribution of 

information between parties to an exchange. These factors will all potentially 

increase the transaction costs when transacting across borders. International business 

activities are believed to have a transaction cost-minimizing characteristic and export 

channels are chosen in order to minimize the cost of achieving export sales (Peng 

and York, 2001).  

 

Based on the observation that a firm cannot export without incurring transaction 

costs, Peng and Ilinitch (1998) argue that exporting indirectly through an 

intermediary has more advantages comparing to exporting directly if the transaction 

cost of indirect exports are lower than those of direct exports. Export intermediaries 

may play a positive role by reducing significant transaction cost which potentially 

impedes international sales. These costs include search, negotiation, and 

monitoring/enforcement costs (Williamson, 1985). Search cost is related to finding 

customers and conducting market research in target country. Negotiation cost is 

related to negotiation with customers in order to make a sale. 

Monitoring/enforcement cost is related to after-contract activities that assure 

successful products delivery between home country and target markets. Search and 

negotiation cost can be substantial especially for distant, unfamiliar markets. 

Monitoring and enforcement cost may be high for complex and differential products. 
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Thus Peng and Ilinitch (1998) predict that market distance and product complexity 

seems to greatly influence exporter’s decision on whether choose direct or indirect 

export approach. 

 

Search cost and negotiation cost can be high or even unaffordable for SMEs due to 

the physical and psychic distant (Trabold, 2002). Cultural differences could 

sometimes lead to misunderstand of contracts or even buyers’ opportunistic behavior 

(Williamson, 1985). Peng and Ilinitch (1998) propose that SMEs can reduce such 

cost by leveraging export intermediaries’ knowledge and contacts, expertise and 

capabilities when penetrating these markets. This hypothesis has been tested and 

partially supported by Trabold’s study (2002) which based on French data using a 

sample of 20,000 French exporters. In his study, Trabold found very week support 

regarding the relations between search cost, negotiation cost and physical distance. 

However the results are showed to be supportive if psychic distance is taken into 

consideration.  

 

Monitoring and enforcement cost can be high for differentiated goods with low-

commodity and high value-added characteristics. According to Williamson (1985) 

these products require channel integration because distribution of complex products 

is more likely require asset-specific investment such as sales force training and after-

sales services. In contrast, by extending this logic, Peng and Ilinitch (1998) suggest 

that the distribution of simple, non-differentiated, commodity-based products may 

require little product-specific knowledge. Therefore SMEs are likely to benefit more 

from using export intermediaries. This hypothesis is strongly supported by Trabold’s 

emperical study (2002). In the definition of Trabold for high commodity contents 

products, food and agricultural products are included. While low commodity 

contents products are those with high R&D intensity and high value added, these 

products are highly differentiated. Trabold (2002) found out by using French data 

that products with a high commodity contents are more likely to be exported 

indirectly through export intermediaries than those with low commodity content.  

 

Later Peng et al. (2006) conducted research using data collected directly from U.S. 

Customs about every export shipment to test the two propositions. The empirical 

evidence shows similar results as in Trabold’s study (2002). Moreover, Peng at al. 
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(2006) point out that while SMEs in U.S. intend to use more direct export to enter 

developed countries, unfamiliar, low-income, and less developed countries can be 

viewed as a niche market to enter with help of export intermediaries. 

 

3.4. Export services provided by export intermediaries 

 

According to Peng and York (2001), the nature of the export intermediary firm is to 

help lower export related transaction costs including search costs, negotiation costs 

and monitoring/enforcement costs for exporters. The key question then is how can 

intermediaries successfully help exporter lower these costs? This question is related 

to export intermediaries’ skills and expertise. As mentioned in previous section, 

export intermediaries’ resources and skills such as market knowledge, negotiation 

ability and specialization play a significant role in minimizing costs associated with 

export transactions. Additionally, some intermediaries may have financial resources 

which allow them to more tightly bond with exporters by taking ownership of 

products and thus reducing export’s risks. In other words, by providing export 

services export intermediaries are able to help exporters lower costs associated with 

export transaction. Balabanis (2005) points out the exported services offered by 

export intermediaries are of particular interest to exporters, as these services can be 

decisive of exporters’ success in foreign markets.  

 

The success of export often requires integration of a number of services that can be 

divided into several categories. There are different ways to categorize these services. 

However, the most popular way (Bello and Williamson, 1985) is to categorize export 

services into transaction-creating and physical-fulfillment services. Transaction-

creating services include activities related to the simulation and generation of foreign 

demand. Physical-fulfillment services consist of all activities needed to process 

foreign orders and supply foreign customers. Based on a review of the relevant 

literatures, data collected from Directory of Export Buyers in the UK and from 

interviews with a number of export intermediaries managing directors, Balabanis 

(2005) identifies a list of eight transaction-creating services and seven physical-

fulfillment services as illustrated in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Transaction-creating services and physical-fulfillment services (adapted from 

Balabanis, 2005). 

Transaction-creating services Physical-fulfillment services 

International market research Export documentation; 

Product research and design Provision of cost, insurance and freight quotes; 

Development of marketing strategies and plans Export packaging and labeling; 

Advertising and promotion Warehousing; 

Selection of foreign distribution Freight forwarding; 

Training of distributors’ staff Quality control of exported goods; 

After-sales services Financing and credit of export transactions. 

The negotiation of collaborative agreements on 

behalf of suppliers 
 

 

 

Short explanations of above mentioned transaction-creating services and physical-

fulfillment services will be given below. (Balabanis, 2005) 

 

International market research 

When conducting market research, export intermediaries perform a range of 

activities including information search based on secondary data, surveys and/or visits 

to target foreign markets. 

 

Product research and design 

Some large intermediaries help exporters to develop new products or product-

adaptations for certain target markets with their in-house technical capabilities and 

international market intelligence. 

 

Development of marketing strategies and plans 

By using international business experiences and knowledge and other information-

generating resources, export intermediaries help exporters to develop marketing 

strategies and plans on how to penetrate foreign markets. 

 

Advertising and promotion 

Export intermediaries assist exporters in the preparation and execution of 

promotional programs. Assistance may include translation, design and production of 
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promotion materials such as posts, ads, and catalogue, or direct marketing and 

personal selling activists.   

 

Selection of foreign distributors 

Large export intermediaries with representatives or offices in foreign target markets 

may take responsibility and become a distributor of exporter’s products. Otherwise, 

export intermediaries assist exporter in selecting and employing the foreign 

distributors.  

 

Training distributors’ staffs 

For those products that has special handling and marketing requirements, export 

intermediaries may carry out trainings for distributors on the technical and marketing 

aspects of a product. 

 

After-sales service 

Export intermediaries may sometimes take responsibility of providing after –sales 

services for exporter’s products. 

 

Negotiating collaborative agreements on behalf of suppliers 

When exporting becomes an unfavorable choice due to trade barriers, export 

intermediaries may negotiate collaborative agreements such as licensing on behalf of 

their suppliers. 

 

Export documentation 

In order to export goods to foreign countries, documents for bureaucratic approval 

may be required. These documents such as export licenses, export declarations, 

sanitary and health inspection certificate sometimes may even inhibit exporting 

activists. The assistance of export intermediaries in such area may be very useful. 

 

Cost, insurance and freight quotes 

An estimation of export costs directly affects profit of exporter.  Export 

intermediaries can identify, arrange and provide accurate quotes on affordable costs, 

insurance and freight. 
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Export packaging and labeling  

Export intermediaries may assist in or undertake packaging or labeling for exported 

good in order to fulfill export regulations, or avoid physical damage of products or 

promote products. 

 

Warehousing 

Export intermediaries may arrange or undertake the storage of goods before and/or 

after their shipment to a foreign market. Some export intermediaries may also 

maintain safe inventories for their overseas distributors. 

 

Freight forwarding 

Export intermediaries may arrange and coordinate shipments of goods from home 

country to destination ports. They also provide information about shipment 

scheduling, routing, charges and how to consolidate shipments into large quantities. 

 

Quality control of exported goods 

Export intermediaries inspect goods before shipments in order to avoid unnecessary 

expenses and to protect their own and exporters’ reputations. 

 

Financing and credit 

Some large export intermediaries take responsibilities for the credit risks linked with 

foreign buyers. They finance the processing of foreign orders and collect bad debts 

for exporters. 

 

When export intermediaries decide what services are more cost-saving for a exporter, 

the operating decisions regarding both the type of product exported and the exporter 

represented have important implications (Bello and Williamson, 1985). Transaction-

creating services are more important to provide for those exporters with 

differentiated products; while both transaction-creating and physical-fulfillment 

services are important to provide for larger exporters. On the other hand, Balabanis 

(2000) concluded in his study when exporters seeking help in physical-fulfillment 

tasks, export intermediaries serving a large number of suppliers or those acting as 
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merchants are better choice for exporters. While seeking transaction-creating 

services large export intermediaries or those exporting to numerous countries are 

better choice. However, in a survey conducted by De Noble et al. (1989) in the U.S. 

with 163 firms involved in exporting, they concluded that exporters primarily seek 

transaction-creating services, while export intermediaries seemed to be better at 

providing physical-fulfillment services. There is a lack of match between what 

services small businesses desire from export intermediaries and the services export 

intermediaries perform well. In their study, they identify a list of most important 

services that small business exporters desire from export intermediaries: (services 

ranked according to importance)  

 

(1) the ability to discover or open new foreign markets; 

(2) the establishment of personal contacts with potential foreign buyers; 

(3) knowledge of the foreign markets’ competitive conditions. 

 

And the least important services provided by export intermediaries: 

 

(1) consolidation of orders from overseas; 

(2) consolidation of orders from overseas shipments with products of other 

exporters to lower freight costs; 

(3) advice about arranging for export packaging. 

 

In line with their findings, the most important top three services are all belong to 

transaction-creating category while the least important three services are belong to 

physical-fulfillment services. Additionally, De Noble et al. (1989) point out in the end 

of their study that when serving SME-exporters, it is important for export 

intermediaries to adapt to exporters’ needs and bring more tangible benefits to them. 

The whole list of export services used in the research of De Noble et al (1989) is in 

Table 6. Services are ranked according to importance perceived by clients of export 

intermediaries. 
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Table 6. Importance ranking of export services (adapted from De Noble et al., 1989).  

Export Services Category of Service 

Ability to discover or open new foreign markets Transaction-creating 

Personal contacts with potential foreign buyers Transaction-creating 

Knowledgeable of foreign market competitive conditions Transaction-creating 

Sales staffs to call on foreign customers in person Transaction-creating 

Valuation of credit risks associate with foreign buyers Physical-fulfilment 

Promotion of product at foreign trade shows Transaction-creating 

Ability to provide or arrange after-sale support for foreign buyers Transaction-creating 

Ability to select competent foreign distributors Transaction-creating 

Ability to develop a marketing strategy for foreign market Transaction-creating 

Ability to train or instruct a network of foreign sales 

representatives about the product 

Transaction-creating 

Preparation of advertising and sales materials for use in foreign 

markets 

Transaction-creating 

Knowledge of international transportation practices Physical-fulfilment 

Arranging for cost, insurance and freight quotes in response to 

inquiries from abroad 

Physical-fulfilment 

Assumption of responsibility for physical delivery of product for 

foreign buyer 

Physical-fulfilment 

Assistance with export documentation requirements Physical-fulfilment 

Ability to inform clients about impending tariff increases Physical-fulfilment 

Ability to consolidate overseas shipments with products of other 

exporters to lower freight costs 

Physical-fulfilment 

Advice about arranging export packaging and marketing Physical-fulfilment 

Ability to consolidate orders from overseas customers Physical-fulfilment 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology used in the study is presented in this chapter. The methodological 

approach of the study, the data collection and analysis methods are first assessed. 

The validity and reliability of this study are then discussed in the end of the chapter. 

 

4.1. Qualitative research and case study method 

 

The research uses a qualitative analysis to answer the research question and is based 

on a case study method. A qualitative study uses a holistic approach to the research 

object and studies a phenomenon in its context. In contract to quantitative method 

often being used to test a theory or hypothesis, qualitative research typically aims at 

an elaborate and detailed examination of the available materials. In qualitative study, 

the researcher acts as an instrument in collecting data, communicating with the 

research subjects and analyzing the observations. Preferred methods in qualitative 

study are those that enable the opinions of the research subjects to be heard, such as 

theme interviews, participant observations, group interviews and the analysis of 

articles and documents. The purpose of this research is to describe in detail about the 

phenomenon and to provide a deeper understanding thus to obtain new insights of the 

phenomenon. (Hirsjärvi et al., 2002)  

 

A case study method is used in conducting the research. According to Yin (2003: 13), 

a case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon 

within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clearly evident. Case studies are holistic. It investigates a 

phenomenon from multi angles, covering a period of time and crossing boundaries of 

different factors (Ghauri 2004: 112). Moreover, case studies reveal detailed and 

intensive information in a research (Hirsjärvi et al., 2002). When selecting cases, it is 

based on theoretical aspects (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008: 122). It should be based 

on criteria that are consistent with the research problems and the theoretical 

framework (Ghauri 2004: 112).  
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4.2. Data collection and analysis 

 

In this study the primary and secondary data were obtained. Secondary data are 

collected from news articles, websites, publications of governmental and non-

governmental institutions etc. Primary data were obtained through semi-structured 

interviews (Yin 2003, 90). Interviews are designed so for a purpose of more 

flexibility interacts between interviewer and respondents, as well as a possibility to 

ask additional questions for further information (Bryman and Bell, 2007). The 

interview questions were prepared in advance to ensure a good coverage of different 

aspects. In addition, based on the two different types of respondents (exporter and 

experts on internationalization), interview questions on same topics are modified 

accordingly in order to get a full use of their knowledge. All six interviews were 

made in Finland between March and May 2012. The interviews were either recorded 

and transcribed (five interviews) or careful notes were made (one interview). The 

obtained information was then interpreted and analyzed, together with secondary 

empirical findings in order to answer the research question.  

 

During primary data collection, four of the interviews were face-to-face discussions, 

two were made through phone. A prerequisite for all the interviewees is experiences 

of exporting to either Germany or China or both. The interview language was 

English (four interviews) and Finnish (two interviews) and all the interviews last 

averagely about one and half hours. The respondents are CEOs, CFO and exporting 

manager of the companies, specialists of internationalization in government-

supported organizations. The interviewees represent six companies and organizations: 

three manufacturers in food industry, one export agent company, and two 

internationalization-expertise organizations. The interview questions are included in 

the Appendices 1 and 2. A list of respondents and length of each interviews are listed 

in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Respondents and length of each interviews. 

Respondent Title of respondent Length of interview 

Respondent A (berry manufacturer) CEO 2 hours 

Respondent B (fish manufacturer) CEO and export manager 1 hour (in Finnish) 

Respondent C (spring water  manufacturer) director of administration 0.5 hour (in Finnish) 

Respondent D (export agent) CEO and CTO 1,5 hours 

Respondent E (public-private company) senior consultant in 

internationalization,  

1 hour 

Respondent F (public organization) head of international affairs 1.5 hours 

 

The data analysis was done based on a cross-case method. Relevant conceptual 

topics are first determined and then the collected date was arranged according to the 

topics. The purpose of doing so is to make data interpretation clear and to relate the 

information to the research questions. According to Yin (2003:133-137) and Ghauri 

(2004: 118-119), when the data is arranged under certain topics, it is possible to 

search for common or conflicting themes and to draw cross-case conclusions.  

 

4.3. Discussion of the validity and reliability of the study 

 

Validity and reliability of data collection and study design are usually more difficult 

to verify in a qualitative study than in a quantitative study and therefore it should be 

prepared and presented with care.  

 

According to Hammersley, cited by Silverman (2005:210), validity is another word 

for truth:” (it is) interpreted as the extent to which as account accurately represents 

the social phenomena to which it refers”. In order to achieve validity, the samples of 

the respondents are as diverse as possible to cover different segments and roles. 

Respondents have different experiences and opinions on exporting and export 

services. According to Kvale (1998:237), there are seven stages of validation of a 

qualitative research. First stage is thermatizing. This study is done with the 

appropriate theoretical background and the logical research question based on 

theories. Second stage is designing. This research design was based on the best 

choice for obtaining necessary information - qualitative research. The research 

questions are investigated and new ideas come up as a result of this choice. The third 

and fourth stage are interviewing and transcribing. All the interviews are conducted 
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by same person and afterwards carefully transcribed in order to improve data quality. 

The fifth stage analyzing is done with the condensation approach, when the most 

important aspects are summarized and unique ideas highlighted. The different forms 

of interview guidelines ensure that both suitable and adequate questions were 

clarified. The last two step of validation are validating and reporting, meaning if 

findings are based on the collected information and if readers can validate the results. 

This study validity is enhanced through above seven stages. 

 

Finally, reliability noted by Joppe (2000) as “…the extent to which results are 

consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total population under 

study is referred to as reliability and if the results of a study can be reproduced 

under a similar methodology, then the research instrument is considered to be 

reliable.” The measurement of this study through semi-structured interviews with 

questions about facts and experiences are would be similar within over time if the 

environment remains unchanged. If other people had conducted the interviews with 

given frameworks, the answers would be close to those obtained. The frameworks of 

the interviews are found in the appendix. 
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5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

5.1. Background information of respondents 

 

Company A (Respondent A) 

Company A is a family owned company founded in 1973. Respondent A is the son 

of the founder and has been in the position of CEO for 10 years. The company 

specializes in wild berry processing, both manufacturing berry products for industrial 

use and owning a separate brand designed for retail. The products for industrial use 

includes frozen berries, berry juices and concentrated juices, berry syrups, berry 

purées, dried berries, berry powders and berry seeds. The retail brand consists of 

three types of products: chocolate-coated berries, dried berries and berry powder. 

Berries chosen to be used in this product line are bilberry, lingonberry and cranberry. 

Nowadays the company has 32 employees and about 50-60% of total production is 

exported.  

Company A has a long history of exporting. It started with industrial products 

exporting to Japan in year 2000. Currently the company exports mostly industrial 

products and the number of its export partners is around 20 to 30. These partners are 

located all around the world but the most important three export partners are China, 

Germany and South Korea. For China market, mostly bilberry products are exported 

as Chinese people have been increasing the appreciation of bilberry. Bilberry 

contains high antocyans which is antioxidant and has good health effect to human 

bodies. Besides bilberry products, lingonberries have been also gradually exported to 

China and the export amount is growing. Company A has three Chinese customers 

located in Beijing, Shanghai and Xi’an. However company A is not using export 

intermediaries while exporting to China. For German market, mostly lingonberry 

products are exported. Foreign middleman is used when exporting dried and powered 

berry products to Germany and other EU countries. 
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Company B (Respondent B) 

Company B is a wholesale fish refining company founded in 1989. Respondent B are  

the CEO and the export manager of the company. Company B specializes in 

preparing fish in a Finnish traditional way and the business is based on local food 

ideology. Besides manufacturing fish products for domestic clients such as retail 

stores, restaurants and institutional kitchens, the company prepares fish dishes in its 

seafood restaurant and also offers some of the product in its fish market. The 

products include salted salmon, flamed salmon, smoked whitefish and salmon and 

cold smoked salmon. At the moment the company employees 17 people and about 

10% of total production is exported.  

Company B has begun its internationalization journey not long ago. While salmon 

products are being exported to Germany and Luxembourg, export to China has not 

started yet. The export partners are wholesalers in both foreign markets. Company B 

uses direct export to Luxembourg market because the customer took the active role, 

meaning the customer found the information of products from internet and after that 

contacted company B, made the order and took care of it. For German market, the 

company uses consultants from Finland to help them with translation and logistics. 

Company C (Respondent C) 

Company C is a family-owned company producing products made of spring water. It 

was founded in 1991 and currently has 80 employees. Respondent C is the head of 

administration of the company. Company C exports products to Sweden and Russia 

and is on the initial stage of exporting to Germany and China.  All the products are 

exported directly to the foreign markets without involvement of export 

intermediaries. The export partners are importer/wholesalers in Germany and China. 

Like company B, company C’s export partners took the active role in exporting. The 

amount of total exported products is 1-2% of total production and the rest of 

production are sold in home market. 

Company D (Respondent D) 

Company D is a small export agency company, which is run by husband and wife. 

Respondents D are CEO and CTO of the company. The company was founded 7 
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years ago and it specializes in machinery industry including steel and parts for the 

automotive industry. Their business is to provide export services to Finnish 

companies that are in different stages of internationalization, especially for those 

companies that are about to begin exporting to central European markets. They also 

help foreign customers find new Finnish suppliers. The CEO is a very experienced 

export agent with more than 15 years of exporting experience related to central 

European countries such as Germany and Poland. Company D has local 

representatives in several European Union countries.  

The most important target countries for Company D are Germany, Austria, 

Switzerland and Poland.  The products exported to these countries are steel, 

machines and services such as power plant repairing services. The CEO lived in 

Germany for five years and he is familiar with German market and has adequate 

German language skills. Recently this company started selling Finnish products 

through their e-store to German-speaking customers. More recently, the company 

started investigation in possibilities of providing export services for China market. 

Public-private organization E (Respondent E) 

The public-private organization E provides consulting services on 

internationalization to Finnish companies on different internationalization phases in 

order to bring growth and success to Finnish companies in the global economy. The 

company was founded in 1919 and now has about 400 employees located in different 

trade centers in about 50 countries. This company is part of the Ministry of 

Employment and the Economy Group and also works closely with other players in 

Finnish innovation ecosystem such as ELY-centers, Tekes and the Ministry for 

Foreign Affairs.  

Respondent E is a senior consultant in internationalization. She is an expert in 

internationalization of Finnish companies with 27 years experience in several sectors 

including food, nutrition, food and packaging technology and agriculture. She was 

involved in internationalization processes of about 50 to 70 Finnish companies in her 

career and most of the companies she worked with were Finnish SMEs. During her 

career, she has been involved in international marketing, promotion of food and food 

technology industries in many countries such as France, Germany, UK, Sweden, 
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Poland, Hungary, Russia, Estonia, and Japan. Her tasks also include supporting, 

consulting the Finnish SMEs in their market entries, internationalization strategies, 

and concept creation. Nowadays companies that she works with are not only in food 

industry but also in other industries like healthcare, biotechnology, services and 

tourism.   

She has got experience in exporting to both China and Germany. During 2004 to 

2006, she lived in Hong Kong and was in charge of a project which covers various 

sectors such as food, agriculture, biotechnology and health care in the whole China 

area. Germany used to be one of target markets of organization E in the 90’s thus she 

did lots of work back then and is rather familiar with food industry structure and 

retails in that country.  

Public Organization F (Respondent F) 

Organization F is a governmental organization whose tasks are promoting 

entrepreneurship, job creation and internationalization as well as investments in local 

economy. By offering tailored business development services to companies together 

with their local, national and international partners, they help customers to be 

successful in entrepreneurship and internationalization. Ultimately, they promote job 

creation in local area. They deal with a wide range of customer groups and sectors 

which consist of CleanTech, information communication technology (ICT), life 

science, industry, creative industries, tourism, trade, services and logistics. 

Respondent F is a senior advisor and head of international affairs in the organization. 

He has been in this position for one and half year and the main task is to coordinate 

services for SME-clients from different industries in Oulu region. Respondent F 

knows well what challenges SMEs are facing during their internationalization 

process. He has been also involved in the project of business cooperation 

development between Oulu and its Chinese sister city Hangzhou. 
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5.2. Internationalization and export barriers 

 

Internationalization in brief 

 

Commitment to export is mainly affected by knowledge of target markets and 

available resources of exporter. The exporters in this study (company A, B and C) 

are Finnish small food companies except company C is a middle-sized company. 

They have all started exporting. Following sequential and incremental process of 

internationalization suggested by the Uppsala model, these companies are located in 

different stages of exporting between experienced stages to experimental stage. With 

longer history of exports and numbers of foreign markets accessed, company A is a 

more experienced exporter while company B and C are on the early stage of 

exporting.  

 

  

“We export to about twenty to thirty countries. The most important 

markets for us are Germany, China and South Korea.”(Respondent A) 

 

 

“We currently export to Germany and Luxembourg. Found contacts 

from Luxembourg. Germany is a big (market), where price level is 

double compare to Finnish price level. 

 

We do not export to China yet because no contacts and we do not have 

such person who is enthusiastic in doing that. We had some ideas 

(about our products) for the expo but it didn’t come true. There was 

invitation foreign ministry delegation trip to central China but it was 

too expensive.”(Respondent B) 

  

  

 “We have exports and currently we export to Sweden and Russia. 

We have started, but only the very first dispatch of samples is sent to 

Germany and it’s the same situation with China. Samples are sent to 

both countries.” (Respondent C) 

 

 

Indirect exporting approach is often described in the literature as possibly a better 

choice for companies in the beginning stage of exporting because it is less risky and 

resource-demanding. However, all the exporters are using direct export approach 

when entering foreign markets regardless of the levels of internationalization stage. 

They sell products directly to foreign importers, trading companies or buyers without 

the involvement of home country based export intermediaries. Company A uses 
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foreign middleman or 3
rd

 party when export to other EU countries and for China 

market no middlemen are currently involved. Company B and C handle exports by 

themselves.  

  

 

  

“It depends. During last year, we have been mostly looking for direct 

contacts.  In case the culture of target country requires some 

middleman, then we use middleman, or when we don’t have any clues 

about the market. When talking about frozen berries or concentrates, 

bulk products, we tend to use direct contact with customers, even to 

China. Because Chinese customers are so well known in this business, 

we have about 2-3 companies that we are supplying. But even for some 

countries in Europe, we have 3
rd

 parties involved. Especially when 

talking about dry product, because the products are so complicated. 

 

For one Chinese customer, we originally cooperate with two Japanese 

middlemen. But when these Japanese had problems some years ago, we 

started to do business directly. For other two Chinese customers, one 

contacted me because there are not so many berry companies in 

Finland and in Scandinavia in total. Less than ten, so it is quite easy to 

find out who are exporting berries. The third company, I went to trade 

show to see them. I knew them before but I went to see them. The 

company was exhibiting there and I went to meet them.” (Respondent 

A) 

 

  

 

“(Exporting) by ourselves. Or of course we have partners, but they are 

companies who are importers or that kind of. Finnish consultants or 

trading companies are not in use. 

 

There are that kind of companies in China and Germany, that they buy 

products (from us) and import to the country. Both in that way that they 

contacted us. They started to take care and from there we started 

cooperation.” (Respondent C) 

 

 

 

When comparing direct exporting with indirect exporting, direct exporting requires a 

company to have more resources available and greater commitment. As mentioned in 

theoretical part, in order to perform direct exporting well, a minimum requirement 

for exporter is to have a home country based export department and devoted 

personnel. Sales person who works for the domestic market is not able to fully 

devote to export activities. However, only company B has a separate export 
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department and a devoted export manager, company A and C have personnel who 

are responsible in both domestic market and foreign markets.  

 

“We don’t have export department. We have two persons for industrial 

sales and both responsible for export and domestic sales. One person 

for exporting consumer products and she is also responsible for 

domestic sales. And we don’t specifically split between different 

countries. Maybe Annikki who is an export manager for industrial 

goods is doing more German sales because she’s fluent in German 

speaking. It is not necessary to speak German for German market but it 

is a good benefit especially if there are old people in charge (in 

German side). Ok, we have split that Annikki will take care these elder 

people in purchasing position because she can speak German.” 

(Respondent A) 

 

 

“Yes, we do (have export department). Two persons work for exporting 

and both for German market” (Respondent B) 

 

 

There are also some other factors that reveal the levels of commitment or knowledge 

of export. Company A exports fifty to sixty percentages of their total production, 

while B and C exports ten percent, one to two percentages respectively. These 

numbers shows in a certain level that how important exporting activities are for these 

companies.  

  

 

“The percentage of export every year is about 50%- 60%. Let’s say 10 

million EUR turnovers and 50% is exported. Among exporting, 

percentage to China is about 20%. To Germany about 40-50% and 

export value is about 3 million EUR.” (Respondent A) 

 

 

Another factor is how market research is done before entering a particular foreign 

market. Market research is a key component of business strategy when entering a 

new market and trying to stay in the market. It provides important information to 

identify and analyze the market need, market size and competition. Most of the 

exporters in this study have done market research except company C. Company A 

and B either conduct market research by the company itself through visiting the 

target market or gaining information through wholesalers in foreign market, or 

outsource market research work to professional 3rd parties. However, company C 

has no plans to do market research due to lack of resources. 
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“We have done some market research. In last case, we did some 

research with dry ingredients that was targeting Germany, Switzerland, 

Austria, and maybe Holland, Belgium and research was done by some 

organic monitor, a UK company who specializes in monitoring organic 

market but they also have knowledge about conventional product 

market. We employed a 3
rd

 party to do the research. 

 

(For China market) Finpro did research for us. So 3
rd

 party (did) a 

little. But China is a big country so it is difficult to do market research. 

And for a small company like us, we don’t have enough product volume 

for the whole Chinese market. Focus on big cities because of more 

purchasing power than country side.”(Respondent A) 

 

  

“Once per year we visit Germany and do market research there .For 

Luxembourg market, the customer takes care of order and market 

information.” (Respondent B) 

 

 

Regardless of resource and time consuming in export actives, company A and B have 

positive attitude toward exporting. They believe that export will increase the profit 

margin and expand the business. One of the reasons is that manufacturers noticed 

that profit margin in exporting is higher than in domestic market. Another reason is 

as company A clearly stated that the size of home market is small.  

 

 

“…in this business in order to sell everything, you have to export. 

Because domestic market is so small. Comparing to domestic prices, 

export prices are little higher. But it varies, because for berry business 

there is special market only for domestic. Domestic customers require 

only domestic raw materials. So in some years, you can get better price 

from home country instead of exporting. So fifty-fifty.” (Respondent A) 

 

 

Company C has a little hesitation on the positive influence that might be brought by 

exports to their business. Reasons could be low percentage of exporting at the 

moment and higher profit margin in domestic market. 

 

 

“I can’t say that there would be anything remarkable help. Basically 

growth would be possible. Profit margin is obviously higher in home 

market.” (Respondent C) 
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Export barriers 

 

Regarding barriers for exporting, exporters expressed problems from the viewpoint 

of their companies. Their perceived barriers are most related to lack of internal 

resources such as market knowledge, financial and human resources. Experts’ 

answers are not limited in food industry but rather holistic. According to their 

answers, the limited resources in SMEs are the biggest export barriers. In line with 

the viewpoint of exporters, experts point that SMEs need local contacts when 

exporting but expense is a problem. Moreover, SMEs often do not have enough 

financial resources to market their products properly in target markets therefore the 

foreign customers are unaware of the products. And for psychically distant market 

like China, SMEs are not familiar with the culture, ways of doing business and 

consumers’ behaviours. Therefore, SMEs might be unaware of certain risks such as 

the credit of partners and payment problems. One thing that needs to be highlighted 

is that when asking about complex government bureaucracies, one expert suggested 

the connection with government in target market will help solve such problems. The 

most recognized exporting barriers are listed in Table 8 and those barriers mentioned 

by both groups are listed in the middle column. 

 

Table 8. Perceived export barriers by exporters and experts of internationalization. 

Exporters Both Experts on internationalization 

- Ability to identify buyers in 

foreign markets 

 

- Lack of internationally recognized 

brand names 

 

- Lack of financial resources to 

conduct market research in overseas 

markets 

 

- Lack of experience to adapt 

(tradition, taste, consumer behavior) 

 

- Strong competition in export 

markets 

 

- Unawareness of your products in 

the foreign market  

 

- High transportation costs  

 

- Lack of resources for export 

promotion and after sales assistance 

programs 

- Unable to identify buyers 

in foreign markets 

 

- Difficulty in making 

contacts and communicating 

with buyers 

 

- Lack of financial resources 

to conduct market research 

about overseas markets 

 

- Lack of experience to 

adapt (tradition, taste, 

consumer behavior) 

 

- Lack of resources for 

export promotion and after 

sales assistance programs 

 

- Unawareness of products 

in the foreign market 

 

- Lack of internationally 

recognized brand names 

- Lack of knowledge about 

export 

 

- Ability to identify buyers in 

foreign markets 

 

- Difficulty in making contacts 

and communicating with buyers 

 

- Lack of internationally 

recognized brand names 

 

- Lack of financial resources to 

conduct market research in 

overseas markets 

 

- Lack of management 

commitment to develop export 

activities 

 

- Lack of experience to adapt 

(tradition, taste, consumer 

behavior) (China) 
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- Direct export barriers or complex 

government bureaucracies 

 - Your firm’s size. (China) 

 

- Lack of competitive prices 

 

- Strong competition in export 

markets 

 

- Unawareness of your products 

in the foreign market 

 

- Export methods of payment/ 

payment. (China) 

 

-Debts of clients and unpaid bill. 

(China) 

 

- High transportation costs. 

(China) 

 

- Lack of resources for export 

promotion and after sales 

assistance programs 

 

- Direct export barriers or 

complex government 

bureaucracies. (China) 

 

 

 

5.3. Attitude towards export intermediaries  

Export intermediaries are a group of entrepreneurial service firms located in the 

exporting country and they help exporters find international customers (Peng and 

York, 2001). Comparing to them, a consulting firm is a business that offers 

specialized expertise to its clients by giving professional and expert advice 

(Dictionary.com). The key difference is that a consultant doesn’t make decisions for 

the client, whereas export intermediary does provide services and make decisions. In 

this research, exporters (company A, B and C) had no experiences with export 

intermediaries. Most of them worked with Finpro or small consulting firm in the 

early stage of exporting but it didn’t seem to be very successful. That could be why 

they don’t have positive attitude towards export intermediaries. Another reason is 

high expenses usually caused by consulting services. 

 

 

“Used to have Finnish 3
rd

 party but not anymore. It is better to have 3
rd

 

party in target country, not here in Finland. Because I think it will be 

more beneficial for us. 
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Information exchange is better directly with customer then you can 

avoid misunderstanding. When 3
rd

 party involved, there is always risk 

of changing information or misunderstanding on the way.” 

(Respondent A) 

 

 

“One person consulting firm in Finland ... Sometimes (we got help). 

What can I say, maybe anyway consultancy is expensive and it doesn’t 

always work. Price is only based on consulting service, nothing else. It 

would be different thing if it is based on sales. Then when you are just a 

consultant who will advise things, that doesn’t always go as you 

expected. Consulting service costs about less than 100 euro per hour. If 

things go wrong in the whole project of course it is expensive. But if it 

helps work thing out, then not (expensive). It is only based on luck, how 

it succeeds.” (Respondent B) 

 

 

“We got help, just in the beginning (of exporting), from Finpro, but not 

anymore. Due to expense, we don’t want to have 3rd party involved in 

that. Of course there are advertising agencies and that kind of, but not 

really 3
rd

 party who takes care of exporting.” (Respondent C) 

 

 

Nevertheless, experts of internationalization (respondent D, E and F) have different 

views and mixed opinions on export intermediaries. As being an export agency 

himself, respondent D commented that his clients are satisfied with his services. He 

also listed several advantages of export intermediaries over a foreign country based 

agent.  

 

 

“Every client is satisfied with our export services. But because of the 

low sales of our new online store, some of clients are not totally happy. 

 

(Compared to an agent in foreign target market) We are able to 

provide same services as them and additionally we speak Finnish; we 

have closer relations with clients and we communicate more with 

clients.” (Respondent D) 

 

 

As both being experts of internationalization, respondent E and F have opposite 

opinions about export intermediaries. Respondent F sees the importance of export 

intermediaries but at the same time he pointed that it might be difficult for export 

intermediaries to survive in Finland. Respondent E pointed out the problem of export 

agent and commented that trustful partner such as wholesalers and distributors in 

target countries are more valuable for exporters. On the other hand, respondent E 
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emphasized a necessity for export intermediaries to find a market niche in order to be 

successful in the business regarding China market. Such a niche could be that if the 

export intermediary is an expert in food industry and has adequate market knowledge 

in target country such as sales channels, local food regulation, entry barriers, 

importing regulations and modes, retail networks, payment method and money 

transfer etc.  

 

“Service companies are needed. But it is not easy to find a customer 

who is willing to pay. Even with good connection, difficult to find 

customers to pay. That’s because lack of financial resources. SMEs are 

not used to this kind of services. And there is no guarantee to get a 

deal, or no promise for a deal. Finnish people are not risk-taker; they 

avoid trying in first step” (Respondent E) 

 

 

“Normally you use an agent within food business in the early phase of 

your internationalization. Agents seldom create the market or do 

proper sales or are not capable to increase sales 

 

 I would prefer the trustful partner based in China. 

 

There are quite many easily available partners in Germany – but I 

don’t refer to use the agent in Germany (to get rid of the agent is 

difficult due to agent law). The wholesaler, distributor on company’s 

business segment is more valuable. […]in Germany, there are 

specialized wholesalers, distributors for certain product segments like 

soft drink, confectionary and they really know the business . That’s the 

way to go to market.” (Respondent E) 

 

 

When considering whether to export through export intermediaries, all the 

respondents agree that exporters are willing to export through export intermediary if 

intermediaries buy good and resell forward. This is because by doing so export risks 

are transferred from exporters to export intermediaries and sometimes exporters will 

be able to get payment faster in this way. Regarding other conditions such as export 

market is distant and unfamiliar; export intermediary has more market knowledge in 

target country and is better in handling export negotiations, respondents mostly gave 

positive answers but on the other hand some of them also had concerns about high 

expenses that export intermediaries would cause. On this issue, respondent E 

emphasized again that it is important for export intermediaries to find own niche. 
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“Well, basically it would be helpful. But again expense level should be 

affordable that our products are interested in the markets.” 

(Respondent C) 

 

 

“Finnish CEOs try to do everything themselves. Only if they can not 

manage themselves, they choose export intermediaries.” (Respondent 

D) 

 

 

“Expensive to do so. Negotiation takes place in target market. In 

China, SMEs need your own person that they can trust because we 

have learnt that if we hire interpreter in China, this person is not 

familiar with the product or you can not be sure this person is on your 

side or the other side. And if negotiation with Chinese part, never use 

their people to do interpretation. So SMEs need a trustful, business 

oriented person to help. Export intermediaries need to find own niche.” 

(Respondent E) 

 

 

5.4. Finnish SMEs’ needs of export services in general 

 

All the exporters involved in the interview are not familiar with export 

intermediaries, therefore some of them have no idea what help they might need from 

home country based export intermediaries. However, in the interview they expressed 

the experiences with middleman or 3
rd

 party and their concerns and hopes on export 

and target markets. Such information reveals on certain level what export services 

they would need.  

 

Respondent A expressed the need of having a trustful partner in export with good 

communication and information exchange to minimize risks and problems.  

 

 

“Yes, normally (we got help from middlemen) but always with 

problems. In 2009 problem with Japanese 3
rd

 party because they had 

little financial problems but this is very common, this may happen. 

When money from final customer went to 3
rd

 party but we didn’t get 

money from 3
rd

 party and this was the problem. Final customer got 

products but we didn’t get money.” (Respondent A) 
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Respondent A stated that middlemen in export have been useful in finding 

customers. Additionally they also help solve problems with officials and avoid 

misunderstanding with customers. Especially for those target countries that are 

psychically far away from home country with significantly different culture, export 

intermediaries may assist with solving problem efficiently if they are familiar with 

the culture and the language of the target country or they have network there that will 

help them solve problems.  

 

 

“If you have problems with for example officials, customs, in this case 

3rd party is most ideal to solve problems. 

 

They have been also helpful in looking for customers for us… And with 

customers, for example when buyers don’t speak English. Or when deal 

with officials (customs). Or when culture misunderstanding is likely to 

happen.” (Respondent A) 

 

 

Respondent A also stated the importance of attending international trade shows. 

Through trades show, manufacturers may discover potential buyers and find useful 

contacts. But often for small companies, it is very costly to attend such trades shows. 

Export intermediaries may arrange several companies at same time to attend the 

same trade shown in order to save manufactures’ resource and to obtain larger scale 

and bigger display of their products. This point is later also mentioned by respondent 

F.  

 

 

“We have also found many contacts in for example on trade show in 

Geneva (Switzerland) called Vitafoods. We have been attending there 

as an exhibitor so contacts we have found from there.”(Respondent A) 

 

 

Respondent B asserted that they need to find foreign contacts and customers but they 

are lack of resources. On the other hand, they have so far got help from German-

Finnish Chamber of commerce regarding German market in looking for contacts. 

 

“We do not export to China yet because no contacts and we do not 

have such person who is enthusiastic in doing that. We had some ideas 

(about our products) for World Exhibitions but it didn’t come true. 
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There was invitation to foreign ministry delegation trip to central 

China but it was too expensive. 

  

We need to find better partners in Germany. Our customers have been 

small wholesalers. Bigger wholesaler would be better. 

 

We are in one project with German-Finnish Chamber of commerce. 

The (responsible) person is in Finland and help is to look for contacts 

in Germany.” (Respondent B) 

 

 

The answers from experts of internationalization are not industry-specific but rather 

cross-industry. With nearly 30 years of business experience, respondent E thinks it is 

a prerequisite for export intermediaries to have representatives or partners in target 

country in order to acquire sufficient local market information and thus to efficiently 

serve exporters. Negotiation assistance is mentioned by respondent F as one of the 

important helps that SMEs will need when exporting. Respondent F also emphasized 

that attending fairs is an efficient way of internationalization for SMEs. By gathering 

several companies together to attend fairs, it is a more efficient way to use capital 

and human recourses, gaining more publicity in local market. He addressed that if 

more than three companies are gathered, the trip will be funded by EU including 

airplane tickets and everything necessary for the trip. Respondent D remarked among 

export services selling is interested by all the exporters in his experiences as an 

export agent. The second important service is market analysis which is done based 

on personal experience and market knowledge, information from internet and local 

market knowledge from representatives in target markets. To minimize exporters’ 

export risks is another important issue. To achieve this goal, respondent D recently 

has started reselling Finnish products to German market. Respondent D expressed 

the process how they do it: 

 

 

“We do so (buy products and then resell to foreign markets) for our 

online store. There are product description and pictures in online store. 

After we receive order from German customers, we get payment from 

customers and then we pay to Finnish manufacturers. ” (Respondent D) 

 

 

To summarize, all export services brought up by respondents in the interviews are 

listed in the below Table 9. The services mentioned by both exporters and experts of 

internationalization are listed in middle column. Normal font texts are answers from 
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exporters and italic font texts are from experts. Similar type of services is put into 

same group. The implications of similarities and differences of viewpoints will be 

discussed in Conclusion and Discussion part chapter 6.1.  

Table 9. Comparison of export services needed by Finnish SMEs. 

Exporters Both Experts of internationalization 

- Looking for contacts and 

customers in target country 

 

- Interpretation and minimize 

cultural misunderstanding 

 

- Efficient communication and 

information exchange to 

minimize risks 

 

- Helping solve problems with 

official and customs in overseas 

market 

 

- Arranging exporters to attend 

trade shows in target market 

 

- Buy products and resell in 

foreign markets 

  

 

- Looking for contacts and 

customers in target country 

- Partner search  

-Using local contact to find 

customers 

- Making sales to target 

markets 

- Making contact to target 

market 

 

 

- Interpretation and minimize 

cultural misunderstanding 

- Instruction of local services, 

seminars and local culture, as 

well as local business culture 

 

 

- Efficient communication and 

information exchange to 

minimize risks 

-   Assistance in negotiation 

 

 

- Arranging exporters to attend 

trade shows in target market 

- Gather companies to attend 

local fairs 

 

 

- Buy products and resell in 

foreign markets 

- Buy products from 

manufacturers and resell in 

foreign markets 

- Market potential checking 

 

- Market entry strategy 

 

- Channel management 

planning 

 

- Partner search 

 

- Strengthening the market 

position 

 

- Products/concept testing 

 

- The way of marketing in the 

target country 

 

- Look for local partners 

 

- Using local contact to find 

customers 

 

- Assistance in negotiation 

 

- Instruction of local services, 

seminars and local culture, 

as well as local business 

culture 

 

- Gather companies to attend 

local fairs 

 

- Market analysis 

 

- Getting inquiries from 

customers 

 

- Assistance in making offers 

 

- Visiting representatives in 

target country 

 

- Making sales to target 

markets 

 

- Making contact to target 

market 

 

- Buy products from 

manufacturers and resell in 

foreign markets 
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5.4.1. Specific export services regarding markets of China and Germany 

 

It is know that social behaviours are tightly correlated with culture. In order to 

understand the differences between export services regarding China and German 

markets, it is necessary to first study the cultural differences between Finland, 

Germany and China. 

Based on Hofstede’s five-dimension cultural model (Hofstede, 1997), Finland and 

Germany have similar culture whereas Finland and China are different in various 

aspects. The five dimensions used to explain and compare different cultures are: 

Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS), Uncertainty 

Avoidance Index (UAI) and Long-Term Orientation (LTO). Figure 10 shows the 

cultural differences between Finland, Germany and China by using Hofstede’s 

analysis.  

 
Figure 10.  Cultural differences between Finland, Germany and China measured by 

Hofstede’s five-dimension cultural model. 

Source: Geert Hofstede 

 

PDI represents the from-below-measured inequality level in a society between the 

leaders and the followers. It suggests that a society's level of inequality is accepted 

by the followers as much as by the leaders. China has much higher ranking of PDI as 

80 compare to the ranking 33 for Finland and 35 for Germany. This exhibits a much 

more unequal distribution of power and wealth in China. IDV comparing to 

collectivism, describes the degree to which individuals are integrated into groups 

(families). China has an IDV ranking of 20, while Finland has the ranking of 63 and 
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Germany has a close number 67. Low ranking of IDV indicates a highly collectivist 

culture where people act in the interests of the group and not necessarily of 

themselves. MAS versus its opposite, femininity, refers what motivates people most, 

either wanting to be the best (masculine) or liking what you do (feminine). A high 

score (masculine) 66 for China and Germany indicates that those societies are driven 

by competition, achievement and success. Many Chinese will sacrifice family and 

leisure priorities to work in order to ensure career success. In contrast, a low score 

(feminine) 26 for Finland on the dimension means that the dominant values in 

Finland are caring for others and quality of life. The focus is on well-being and 

usually status is not shown. UAI describes the level of a society's tolerant for 

uncertainty and ambiguity. It indicates to what extent people feel either 

uncomfortable or comfortable in unstructured situations. China has much lower UAI 

ranking of 30, compared to 59 for Finland and 65 for Germany. Finland has a 

medium high preference for avoiding uncertainty while Germany is among the 

uncertainty avoidant countries. In those cultures where people are uncertainty 

avoiding, they have emotional needs for rules. China’s low UAI ranking suggests 

that adherence to laws and rules may be flexible to suit the actual situation and 

common sense. In addition, Chinese are comfortable with ambiguity; the Chinese 

language is full of ambiguous meanings that can be confusing for Western people. 

LTO is used to deal with a societies' time perspective and an attitude of persevering, 

meaning overcoming obstacles with time.  LTO is used to distinguish the difference 

in thinking between the East and West. With a score of 118 China is a highly long 

term oriented society in which persistence and perseverance are typical.  Finland 

ranked 41 and Germany 31 make them belong to short term orientation culture. 

(Geert Hofstede). 

All the respondents in the interviews have realized that ways of doing business are 

very dissimilar in China and Germany due to different cultures and physical 

locations. Germany is being viewed as an easy-to-export country. One reason is that 

Finland and Germany are both EU countries with same legislation. Additionally, 

according to Hofstede’s five-dimension culture model, both countries are psychically 

close. Both countries have similar ways of doing business and German language is 

relatively well known in Finland. Finland and Germany have long history of business 

relations and business networks have already established to support and promote 
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trade between the two countries. Based on these facts, all the respondents agreed that 

no special export services are needed for German market.  

 

“Germany is very easy to export. We have same legislation and 

European common law and German style is very strict style. If we 

agree something then we put everything on paper and that’s it. If we 

want to change something, then we have to negotiate it. Everything is 

very clear.   

 

Maybe Annikki who is an export manager for industrial goods is doing 

more German sales because she’s fluent in German speaking. It is not 

necessary to speak German for German market but it is a good benefit 

especially if there are old people in charge. We have split that Annikki 

will take these elder people in purchasing position because she can 

speak German.” (Respondent A) 

 

 

“We are in one project with German-Finnish Chamber of commerce. 

The person is in Finland. Help is to look for contacts in Germany. It is 

an international program, SMEs, food export network. There are many 

companies and leader is the German-Finnish Chamber of commerce.” 

(Respondent B) 

 

“No language problem (regarding German market). Very long time 

business relations. Easier but very competitive market. Part of EU, so 

many things are easier. Retail chain has very tight structure. Hard to 

get into the system like supermarket chain.” (Respondent E) 

 

 

China is viewed as a distant market in terms of both physical distance and psychic 

distance. Some respondents expressed the complication of exporting to China which 

may be caused by various reasons. The fundamental reason may be lack of 

knowledge on Chinese culture, Chinese business culture and Chinese customers’ 

behaviour. This could lead to misunderstanding, difficulties in building trust, 

inability to discover business opportunities, or simply unable to adapt to customers’ 

requirement.  

 

 

“In China, cultural differences and distance. Maybe mostly because we 

are not familiar with that culture. I don’t know what are those 

differences. We are not familiar with everything.” (Respondent C) 
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“Language, knowhow, business culture in China. Distance between 

Finland and China makes an invisible wall in people’s mind and they 

concern about risks.  

  

SMEs don’t have money so they need to know very specific where to go 

and what to do. More information is needed to open up people’s mind, 

by doing that way it is possibly easier to bring up interests.” 

(Respondent F) 

 

 

“It takes time to do business. (In Germany) the buyer of retail chain 

should be objective, strict buying criteria with manufacturers what 

need to fulfil. In China, there’s network or people, you need to convince 

first about your products. It takes long time. There are some networks 

in Germany, but it is more understandable network than in China. 

Business is based on personal relations (in China).”(Respondent E) 

 

 

In order to enter China market, familiarity of local culture and language is the key. 

Assistance and interpretation for negotiation is also especially important for SMEs 

when doing business in China. Because of the different cultural background, parties 

involved in cross-cultural negotiation often have different ways of thinking, feeling 

and behaving, which could affect negotiation process and outcome (Simintiras and 

Thomas, 1997). Respondent E suggests it is necessary to have assistance with 

creating marketing materials for Chinese partners and with interpretation in 

negotiation with Chinese partners.  

 

 

 

“In China, SMEs need your own person that they can trust because we 

have learnt that if we hire interpreter in China, this person is not 

familiar with the product or you can not be sure this person is on your 

side or the other side. And if negotiation with Chinese partner, never 

use their people to do interpretation. So SMEs need a trustful, business 

oriented person to help.” (Respondent E) 

 

 

Because of the great cultural difference, things that are commonly known in Finland 

may have totally different meanings in China, such as a business contract. Under 

such condition, export intermediaries may be employed to avoid misunderstanding 

and make things work out the best.  
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“But (with) Chinese is sometimes very complicated. The contract itself 

doesn’t mean anything. Only what it means when money is in your 

account. Of course not all the Chinese, from three companies, two of 

them I can trust them and the money comes on time and no problem. 

But one of them always tries to play something but it is a good 

company and we are still good friends but I still have some last year’s 

contracts from them but they have never yet taken the goods. But this 

year, they pay beforehand, so it is …. (laughs). The contract doesn’t 

have big meaning in China, if the circumstances change the contract is 

meaningless. Contract is to show the will to do business together.” 

(Respondent A) 

 

 

Other reasons that cause complication in exporting to China could be unfamiliarity 

with Chinese legislation, credibility of buyers, complexity export procedure, 

problems of production capabilities and scaling of Finnish delegation team and 

difficulties in finding contacts or partners in China. These difficulties may be solved 

by physical-fulfilment services of export intermediaries as mentioned in theoretical 

part. 

 

 

“We don’t export to China with either prepayment or L/C (letter of 

credit). With one Chinese customer, we use D/P which means document 

against payment, which is more risky for us. We ship the goods but they 

will not get the good out before we send original documents to them. 

It’s a bit risky because the buyer can say I am not taking the goods and 

I have the berries on the ocean and I have to find new buyers for them.  

 

But China is a big country so it is difficult to do market research. And 

for a small company like us, we don’t have enough volume for the 

whole Chinese market. Focus on big cities because of more purchasing 

power than country side.” (Respondent A) 

 

 

“Scaling problem when doing business with China. Finnish company is 

rather small and when doing business sends maybe only one or two 

persons, but from the other side there are 10 persons. 

 

Chinese language. more problems when far away. (Chinese) retail 

structure is still under development and there are no retail chain 

covering the whole country. In some cities the competitions are very 

hard, like Hong Kong and Shanghai. But the competition is in a 

different way (than in Germany).”(Respondent E)  
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However, although basic principles and the process are not very much different when 

company entering international markets, some country specific issues need to be 

taken into consideration before starting actions. Respondent E concludes differences 

between German and China markets based on her long experience involved in 

internationalization. Based upon such conclusions, it is clear that more physical-

fulfilment services are needed for psychically distant market and great effort is 

required in order to enter such market. 

 

 

“Different cultures, business modes and channel structure (Chinese 

food wholesale/retail  structure) and mode to do business in food 

sector are far more developed in Germany. 

 

 

The German food culture is closer the Finnish food culture, anyway a 

longer  tradition to export foodstuffs to Germany, many Finns 

speak German language. 

 

Regarding China market it is difficult to enter the consumer goods 

market with highly developed products, because for a Finn food culture 

is so different and difficult to see the niche. Business modes, language, 

cultural issues. 

 

 

Into China raw material, ingredient trade would be easier (short of 

certain ingredients, e.g. dairy industry) 

 

There are more risks in China, fake partner candidates etc.  In 

Germany you can check the partner backgrounds more easily 

 

 

Into China very long transportation time for foodstuffs – air freight 

more expensive, customs duties, food regulations 

 

Germany is part the EU which means free trade between countries, 

same legislation, no entry barriers, frequent and fast transportation to 

Germany. 

 

In both countries SME has no need to conquer the whole country – 

certain geographical areas are enough (Chinese provinces, German 

Bundesländer)” (Respondent E) 
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Based on the comments from all the respondents, specific services needed for 

German market and China market are summarized below. (T = transaction-creating 

services and P = physical-fulfillment services.) 

 

Table 10. Export services needed for German and China market. 

 
German market China market 

No specific export services needed. - Interpretation and assistance in negotiation with 

Chinese partners (T) 

 

- Arrange exporters to attend Chinese trade shows 

and help in promotion of product (T) 

 

- Train and instruct a network of Chinese sales 

representatives about product (T) 

 

- Preparation of advertising and sales materials for 

use in China (T) 

 

- Evaluation of credit risk associated with Chinese 

buyers (P) 

 

-  Help in arranging international transportation (P) 

 

- Arranging for cost, insurance and freight quotes in 

response to inquiry from China (P) 

 

- Assistance with export documentation 

requirements (P) 

 

- Advice on possible product modification for 

export packaging and marketing (P) 
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUTIONS 

 

In the previous chapter empirical findings were presented from aspects of both 

exporters and experts of internationalization. The results of interviews were accessed 

with plenty of direct quotations from all the respondents. The purpose of this chapter 

is to provide answers to the research questions by analyzing empirical findings. The 

aim is to identify export services that are most useful and resource-saving for 

exporters in different stages of export and analyze implications to effectiveness of 

export for both exporters and export intermediaries. 

 

It should be kept in mind that the context of the study is Finnish SMEs in food 

industry. In the following, answers to the research questions will be presented in 

chapter 6.1. The presentation of answers for the research questions is started by first 

answering the three sub-research questions. After that an overall conclusion is made 

by answering the man research question. Theoretical and managerial implication will 

be examined in chapter 6.2 and 6.3, which are followed by suggestions on further 

research in the end of the chapter.  

 

6.1. Answers to the research questions 

 

In order to obtain a holistic view on the role of export intermediary in assisting 

Finnish small food companies, respondents with different business background and 

experiences were interviewed for the study. The respondents include three food 

exporters, one export agency and two experts of internationalization. The target 

countries in this study are China and Germany. As suggested in the theoretical 

framework the attitude of entrepreneur plays an important role in shaping company’s 

international performance (Holmes and Zimmer, 1994), therefore the brief 

background information about the exporters will be given before answering research 

questions. 

 

The observed internationalization pattern of the exporters in this study is sequential 

process of stage model, which is commonly used by the manufacturers in the Nordic 
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countries (Welch and Luostarinen, 1993). Three exporters can be categorized into 

two types of SMEs: growth-oriented and non-growth. Company A has the longest 

export history with a ratio of exports in total sales around 50% to 60%. Company B 

and C are in the early stage of exporting with export ratio around 10% and 2%, 

respectively. All the exporters have started exporting to Germany but every one is in 

the different phase of exporting. Company C has just started exporting, while 

company A has already strong involvement in the German market for a number of 

years and company B is in the middle of other two with regular exporting to one 

customer. China is another interesting target market for exporters but only company 

A has been carrying on regular exporting activities. In general, company A and B 

belong to growth-oriented companies. Compared to company C, they are more open 

to partnerships. They have used outside resources to overcome shortage of their 

internal resources by establishing connection with middlemen or chamber of 

commerce when exporting. Companies A and B are more committed in exporting by 

having export department, conducting market research and visiting target markets. 

Company C is a family business. They have avoided contracts with intermediaries 

during exporting. This is in line with the arguments made by Holmes and Zimmer 

(1994) that non-growth type is often family business and owners tries to keep control 

as much as possible. Moreover, due to the fact that profit margin in exporting is 

higher than the one in home market, companies A and B have more positive attitude 

towards exporting. While company C is hesitating about the growth that could be 

brought by exporting because of better profit margin in home market. 

 

The first sub-research question “What services from export intermediaries are 

needed by Finnish SMEs in export trade?” is aimed to find out what export barriers 

exists and what export services are by Finnish SMEs in solving those difficulties, 

regardless of target countries. The conclusion presented here is based on Table 9 

Perceived export barriers by exporters and experts of internationalization and Table 

10. Comparison of export services needed by Finnish SMEs. According to 

transaction cost-based theory on export intermediaries proposed by Peng and Ilinitch 

(1998), export intermediaries may reduce three types of transaction cost occurred 

during export (Williamson, 1985). Therefore answers are divided into three groups in 

following part. 
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Search-cost related export services 

Among all perceived export barriers, three out of seven barriers fall into search-cost 

related category. Difficulties in identifying buyers and in contacting/communicating 

with buyers, lack of funds for conducting market research were identified by both 

exporters and experts. In order to find buyers and contacts, most of the exporters visit 

target markets and/or attend local trade shows. However, the method of looking for 

customers through trade shows might work or might not work depends greatly on 

whether exporter is familiar with local culture and whether or not local network is 

established. Search cost can be substantial for distant and unfamiliar markets 

(Williamson, 1985). Therefore, exporters and experts both pointed that export 

services of looking for contacts and customers in target country is necessary. Experts 

of internationalization further pointed that export intermediaries will have more 

advantages if they have resources in target markets when looking for local contacts 

or customers. Moreover, they think a step further by considering intermediaries’ 

resources including experiences and knowledge of target market contributing to 

market strategy developing and distribution channel management. All the recognized 

export services in this category will be concluded in Table 11. 

 

Negotiation-cost related export services 

Interestingly, there was not any negotiation-cost related export barriers identified 

either by exporters or by experts of internationalization. The reason might be that the 

problems occurring in negotiation is relatively easy to be solved by an interpreter. 

However, both groups agreed that in order to minimize risks and to avoid 

misunderstanding, an assistant is needed in cross-cultural negotiations. One of the 

experts further pointed that this person must be business oriented and familiar with 

the product and familiar with culture of both home country and target country. For a 

physically distant market, an interpreter from home country is preferred in order to 

avoid possible dishonesty of buyer. This is in line with the argument that cultural 

differences could sometimes lead to misunderstanding of contracts or even buyers’ 

opportunistic behavior in a distant market (Williamson, 1985). The identified export 

services in this category will be summarized in Table 11. 
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Monitoring/enforcement-cost related export services 

Most of the commonly perceived export barriers more or less are related to 

monitoring/enforcement-cost. This type of transaction cost is linked with activities 

occurring after contract is signed. Such activities are to assure successful products 

delivery to target country, smooth distribution and after-sales in target markets. For 

those exporters who are making consumer food products, adaptation to tradition, 

taste and consumer’s behavior in target market is a big challenge. Different countries 

have different preferences on the taste and packaging of food products. Often in 

order to perform well in target markets, packaging and even taste need to be 

modified depending on types of food products. Monitoring and enforcement cost 

may be high for those complex and differential products. Other two recognized 

barriers are related to each other. SMEs are often lack of resources for export 

promotion, which therefore may lead to unawareness of products in the foreign 

market. Due to the same reason, it is also extremely difficult for SMEs to compete 

branding with large companies thus most of the small brands are left in shadow. And 

this doesn’t necessarily mean the product itself is not good. To solve above 

problems, experts of internationalization suggested export intermediaries to provide 

such services as arranging exporters to trade shows, visiting local representatives and 

assisting in strengthening market position. The key point is that SMEs need to realize 

the importance in developing and utilizing external resources from export 

intermediaries and thus to overcome the problem of resource shortage. This is in line 

with the argument made by Ahokangas (1998) that both the development of internal 

and external resources is critical to the internationalization of SMEs. All the 

identified export services are summarized in Table 11 and they are categorized 

according to three types of transaction costs.  
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Table 11. Export services needed by Finnish SMEs. (T = transaction-creating services) 

Export costs Export services 

Search cost related - Discover or open new foreign markets for product (T) 

- Contacts with potential foreign buyers (T) 

- Assistance in selecting competent foreign distributors (T) 

- Distribution channel management planning (T) 

- Assistant in developing a marketing strategy for foreign markets (T) 

- Analyzing foreign market competitive conditions (T) 

- Instruction of local business services, language and culture, as well as 

local business culture (T) 

- Arrange companies to attend fairs in target countries (T) 

 

Negotiation cost related  - Assistance in negotiation with foreign customers (T) 

- Helping solve problems with official and customs in overseas market 

(T) 

Monitoring/enforcement 

cost related 

- Visit current foreign representative or customers in person (T) 

- Assistance in  strengthening marketing position (T) 

 

 

The second sub-research question “How can these export services facilitate Finnish 

SMEs in export trade?” is concerned with the advantages that export intermediaries 

bring to Finnish SMEs and to what extent export intermediaries can help SMEs in 

export trade. However, except respondent D himself is an export agent, the rest of the 

respondents have no experience with export intermediaries. Unlike in US or Japan, 

export intermediaries are very uncommon in Finland. Thus the answer to this 

question can not be drawn from the empirical data.  

 

Generally speaking, exporters involved in this study don’t have positive attitude 

towards the help provided by external resource such as consulting companies. The 

reason is high expenses caused by such companies. However, export intermediaries, 

dissimilar with consulting companies, are service companies. While some of the 

respondents suggest that foreign importer/distributor is more useful than export 

intermediaries, they forgot the most common problem of SMEs, i.e. resource 

constrain. Mostly because of lack of financial resource and experiences, exporters are 

not able to study and handle carefully importers/distributors who contact them. This 

could result to either time wasting or opportunities loss. On the other hand, export 
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intermediaries use their contacts, experiences, and specialization to actively look for 

partners or customers in target market and therefore save trouble and costs for 

exporters. 

 

Respondent D argued that export intermediaries provide advantages of close 

communication and information exchange to exporters. Indeed, it is beneficial to 

work with export intermediaries who know culture and languages of both home 

market and target market. Such intermediaries do not work simply as an interpreter 

between exporters and importers, but rather as a coordinator to make both parties 

understand the meanings and implications behind words and behaviors of each other. 

This role helps to avoid unnecessary misunderstanding and to minimize risks and 

thus make deals likely to be successful. Moreover, through working with export 

intermediaries exporters will gain knowledge of target market which will further 

encourage them to make more commitment to internationalization (Johanson and 

Vahlne, 1990) 

 

The third sub-research question “How the exporter services differ when serving 

Finnish SMEs who are entering German or China market” is formulated in order to 

find out what issues need to be taken into consideration when deciding what export 

services to offer for different markets. Furthermore, at a practical level, the question 

tries to discover what different export services are needed by Finnish SMEs when 

entering German and China markets.  

 

It was found during the interview that export activities are affected by the target 

countries. For those psychically closed target countries inside the free trade zone of 

EU, exporters are more willing to take part in export sales. Because of the common 

law of the EU and similar legislation, export performances are not much influenced 

by cultural and political environment. For those psychically distant countries, 

environmental factors such as cultural background, tariffs and regulations impede the 

exports. 

 

To Finland, German is a psychically closed country. Located in the EU, both 

countries share similar legislation and free trade. As there is a long trading history 

between these two countries, business networks have been established to support and 
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promote trade between the two countries. Germany is perceived as an easy market to 

enter and exporters may find help from Finnish-German Chamber of Commerce for 

their export activities. Useful information related to German market can be easily 

found from internet as well. Respondents stated that no specific export services are 

need for German market. On the other hand, China is a distant country in terms of 

culture and physical distance. Lack of knowledge on Chinese culture is pointed out 

as the fundamental barrier stopping Finnish SMEs exporting to China. Unknown of 

Chinese culture may further lead to misunderstanding, difficulties in building trust, 

or simply inability to adapt customers’ requirements. Different legislation and 

Chinese bureaucracy may bring problems in export documentation and 

transportation. Both exporters and experts on internationalization view China as a 

market with relatively higher risks due to unfamiliarity with Chinese legislation, 

credibility of buyers and complexity of export procedure. Thus, export intermediaries 

serving China market may bring more benefits to exporters by providing services 

tailored for China market. As already discussed in chapter 5.4.1, each export service 

will not be discussed once again individually. In the following Table 12 export 

services regarding Chinese market are categorized according to types of transaction 

costs: 

 

Table 12. Export services for China market.  

Export costs Export services 

Search cost related - Preparation of advertising and sales literature for use in China (T) 

Negotiation cost related  - Interpretation and assistance in negotiation with Chinese partners (T) 

 

Monitoring/enforcement 

cost related 

- Arrange exporters to attend Chinese trade shows and help in promotion 

of product (T) 

 

- Train and instruct a network of Chinese sales representatives about 

product (T) 

 

- Evaluation of credit risk associated with Chinese buyers (P) 

 

- Help in arranging international transportation (P) 

 

- Arranging for cost, insurance and freight quotes in response to inquiry 

from China (P) 

 

- Assistance with export documentation requirements (P) 

 

- Advice on possible product modification for export packaging and 

marketing (P) 
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The main research question is “What is the role of export intermediaries in 

facilitating export trade of Finnish small companies?”  

 

The empirical results revealed that the most challenging thing exporters will face in 

exporting is to find contacts, partners and customers overseas. For a less experienced 

exporter this problem could be a barrier to stop their exporting activities right in the 

beginning. Even for a more experienced exporter, the problem will slowdown their 

growth to some extent. It is not unusual that after spending plenty of financial and 

human resources on looking for partners and customers in target market, the result is 

unsatisfying. On the other hand, due to limited resources and being unfamiliar with 

target markets, some exporters are just waiting for being discovered by customers 

overseas randomly. Like it is said in European Commission (2004) report, SMEs 

typically begin exporting passively in response to irregular needs and demands from 

foreign customers.  

 

Export intermediaries, as an alternative internationalization strategy, are responsible 

for searching partners and customers overseas and suggesting the most optimal and 

reliable ones to exporters at any given point during exporting. According to Peng and 

York (2001), intermediaries by using their contacts and networks in target countries, 

market knowledge and experiences, specialization and scale of operations are able to 

more efficiently locate and negotiate with foreign customers. Moreover, 

intermediaries will actively promote and market the products in the target countries 

by applying their language skills, knowledge and using their network of agents and 

distributors. Through intermediaries, products are displayed and introduced 

strategically to foreign customers based on culture, language and customer behavior 

of target market. By doing so, products will more likely be remembered, brands will 

be more recognized and thus products will have larger opportunities to be exported.  

 

Respondents in addition expressed the reluctancy in using export intermediaries 

despite of the fact that exporting is a time and resource consuming activity for small 

companies. The reasons for unwillingness might be unfamiliarity of export 

intermediaries, short of financial resource, risk-averse characteristics. On the other 

hand, unfamiliarity with target markets, perceived risks and complicated exporting 

process often lead to unsuccessful exporting. In order to survive and grow among 
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strong competition in home country and globally, SMEs sometimes are forced to 

exporting without other choice. To solve this dilemma, SMEs should allocate their 

resources smartly and focus on things that they are good at. Therefore it is necessary 

to develop and take advantage of external resources. With the help of export 

intermediaries who have offices, warehouses and active networks overseas, 

international sales are built effectively and with low cost of distribution (Barovick et 

al., 1992).  

 

Knowledge and experience have an important role in internationalization process. 

However, it is found from empirical data that small companies themselves often do 

not have time and resources to gain such knowledge. Through communicating and 

exchanging information with export intermediaries, exporters are able to learn 

valuable market knowledge about target markets and export procedure. Furthermore, 

export intermediaries may be used as a source for acquiring feedback from partners 

and customers about products, and thus benefit exporters on product development 

and innovation as well as packaging modification. While firms acquire more 

experiential knowledge about international markets, they are more willing to get 

involved in an internationalization strategy (Theingi and Purchase, 2011).  

 

Based on the previous discussion, the role of export intermediaries identified in the 

study can be concluded as to actively search customers in target market and to link 

exporters with them; to lower export costs and to help exporters gain market 

knowledge and experience about target markets. To summarize this part, frame 1 in 

Figure 11 illustrates the current situation seen by exporters. Circles with various 

colours represent a numbers of contacts, partners and customers in target market. 

Frame 2 illustrates the ideal situation where an export intermediary works between 

exports and counter parties.  
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Figure 11. The role of export intermediaries in exporting 

 

6.2. Theoretical implications 

 

Due to the rareness and underdevelopment of export intermediaries in Finland, the 

actual findings concerning export intermediaries are rather missing at this point. The 

findings of this study at a certain extent are based on the implication of exporters’ 

and experts’ opinions. Thus the analysis of theoretical implication will be limited to 

internalization of SMEs and export services provided by export intermediaries.  

 

In general, the results relatively align with the theoretical parts. One exception relates 

to the exporting approaches of SMEs, which is depended on internationalization 

strategic objectives and resources of SMEs (Albaum et al.2005, Terpstra and Yu, 

1988). The biggest different prerequisite between direct and indirect exporting lies in 

whether or not possessing enough resources in terms of experiences, market 

knowledge about target market, financial and personal resources. The results show 

that the actual situation is not so straightforward in practice. Out of the three 

exporters only one can be viewed as an experienced exporter with adequate volume 

of international business and resources. However, all three exporters are performing 

direct export. The reasons could be rare and underdeveloped export intermediaries in 

Finland and avoidance of high expenses. Finnish exporters commonly employ 

consultants to solve problems in exporting, which may charge a lot but not 

EXPORTER EXPORTER 

EI 
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necessarily find useful or practical solutions. Existing relationships with 

internationalization support organizations may help exporters to find a better 

consultant or contacts in foreign market. It seems that the choices of export 

approaches not only depend on the internal factors of SMEs, external factors such as 

availability of export intermediaries will also affect the choice.  

 

Empirical results of export services needed by exporters are in line with the 

conclusion made by De Noble et al. (1989) that exporters primarily seek transaction-

creating services especially those that will help open new foreign markets and find 

foreign buyers. Expressed by respondents, finding contacts, partners and customers 

are especially needed by exporters who are in the early stage of exporting. This is 

due to lack of resources including financial, personal resources and experiential 

knowledge of target markets. It is also found from empirical data that transaction-

creating services such as looking for contacts and customers in target market are 

needed by both experienced and less experienced exporters. Physical-fulfillment 

services such as preparing export documentation and arranging transportation might 

be more useful for less experienced exporters. This is the same as Noble et al. (1989) 

proposed in their research that the most important services belong to transaction-

creating category. This indicated that no matter what stage of internationalization 

exporters are on, the role of intermediaries will not vary a lot from those discussed in 

Chapter 6.1.  

6.3. Managerial implications 

 

It is important for export intermediaries to remember that before offering export 

services to SMEs they need to first explore the needs and adapt to them in order to 

bring more tangible benefits to exporters. This is because the needs of SMEs often 

change when they move along the internationalization development continuum. 

Moreover, when export intermediaries decide what services are more valuable for an 

exporter, the type of product exported and the target country should be taken into 

consideration. It is more beneficial for both exporters and intermediaries to work 

together when products are high commodity products and markets are psychically 

distant. 
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As the results reveal, native export intermediaries are rare and they are 

underdeveloped in Finland. Although the significance of the intermediary's role in 

export success has already made the economic and trade policymakers awaken in 

1970s globally, unlike in US and Japan where export intermediaries are encouraged 

and developed using country legislation, government decrees, and/or tax advantages 

(Peng and Ilinitch, 1998), Finland currently does not have any support for the 

development of export intermediaries. Many exporters do not know anything about 

export intermediaries. In order to stimulate more exports, Finnish policymakers and 

internationalization support organization need to take into consideration of 

developing export intermediaries and introducing them to exporters. 

 

6.4. Limitations of the study and suggestions for the future research 

 

Some limitations should be born in mind when reading this study and evaluating the 

research results. During the period of searching literatures for the theory part, most of 

the literature about export intermediaries was written in the early 20
th

 century or even 

earlier by scholars in the US. However, many aspects in those researches are found 

to be still valid and can be applied to contemporary situations. For the empirical part 

of the study, it was difficult to find Finnish export intermediaries to be interviewed 

because such service companies are very rare in Finland and Finnish exporters hardly 

have any experiences with them. Consequently, it was almost impossible to find 

direct answers to research questions from the respondents. Rather the answers are 

constructed mostly based on the analysis and implications of problems and barriers 

that exporters encounter in exports. Obtaining information from companies about 

exporting to China was another problem because there are very few Finnish food 

small companies with such experiences.  

 

The subject worth studying in future would be a longitudinal study on the role and 

effectiveness of export intermediaries on SMEs export performance. The observe 

could focus on the process of how export intermediaries help Finnish exporters enter 

physically distant market and make a comparison with exporters’ direct export 
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process. By doing so, valuable information can be collected on how export 

intermediaries use their resources to enhance export process, what tangible benefits 

they would bring to exporters and what are the resource requirements for export 

intermediaries in both home country and target country in order to have good 

performance.  
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      APPENDIX 1 

FRAMEWORK FOR EXPORTER INTERVIEW 

 

Company name:  

Sector (for example meat, fish, berries, etc.):  

Size of the company  

Position of the interviewee  

 

 

1. Does your company export any products?  

Viekö yrityksenne tuotteita ulkomaille? 

 

1.1. If yes: 

Jos kyllä: 

  

1.1.1. Which countries do you export to? Why? Please list three most important ones 

Mihin maihin harjoitatte vientiä? Miksi? Listatkaa kolme tärkeintä maata. 

 

1.1.2. Does company export directly or employ any 3rd party? 

Harjoittaako yrityksenne vientiä itse vai kolmannen tahon kautta? 

 

1.1.3. How large percent of production is exported every year? 

Kuinka suuri prosenttiosuus tuotannosta viedään vuosittain? 

 

1.2. If no,  

Jos ei, 

 

1.2.1. Why does not company export? 

Miksi yrityksenne ei harjoita vientiä? 

 

2. Do you export to Germany or China (including Hong Kong)?  

Harjoitatteko vientiä Saksaan tai Kiinaan (mukaan lukien Hong Kong)? 

 

2.1. If yes: 

Jos kyllä: 
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2.1.1. Why? (If it is not mention in question 1) 

Miksi? (Jos syytä ei ole mainittu kysymyksen 1 kohdalla) 

 

2.1.2. Does company export directly or employ any 3rd party? 

Harjoittaako yrityksenne vientiä itse vai kolmannen tahon kautta? 

 

2.1.3. What are the main differences when exporting to these countries? 

Mitä eroa on Saksaan ja Kiinaan viennillä? 

 

2.1.4. What are the difficulties when exporting to these countries? 

Mitä hankaluuksia on näihin maihin viennissä? 

 

2.2. If no: 

Jos ei: 

 

2.2.1. Why? 

Miksi? 

 

2.2.2. Do you have plans to export to these countries? 

Aiotteko aloittaa viennin näihin maihin? 

 

3. Does the company do market research in the target country before exporting? 

Tekeekö yrityksenne markkinatutkimuksia kohdemaissa ennen viennin aloittamista? 

 

3.1. If yes: 

Jos kyllä: 

 

3.1.1. Who is responsible for market research? 

Kuka tekee markkinatutkimuksen? 

 

3.1.2. How often the market research is done?  

Kuinka usein markkinatutkimus tehdään? 

 

3.2. If no: 
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Jos ei: 

  

3.2.1. How do you get information about the market situation, specifications and 

legislation issues?  

 

4. Does your company have an export department? 

Onko yrityksellänne vientiosasto? 

 

4.1. If yes: 

Jos kyllä: 

 

4.1.1. How many people work for exporting? 

Kuinka monta henkilöä on töissä viennin parissa? 

 

4.1.2. Are they responsible for different groups of countries and/or different groups 

of products?  

Ovatko he vastuussa eri maaryhmistä ja/tai eri tuoteryhmistä? 

 

4.2. If no:  

Jos ei: 

 

4.2.1. Who is responsible for exporting?  

Kuka on vastuussa viennistä? 

 

5. Is 3
rd

 party involved in your company exporting? 

Onko ulkopuolisia tahoja mukana yrityksenne viennissä? 

 

5.1. If yes: 

Jos kyllä: 

 

5.1.1. From where you can find them/their contact information? 

Mistä löysitte heidät/heidän yhteystietonsa? 

 

5.1.2. In solving what problems, they are most helpful? 
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Minkälaisten ongelmien ratkaisussa heistä on eniten apua? 

 

5.1.3. Do you get expected results/help from them? 

Saatteko odotuksenmukaisia tuloksia/apua heiltä? 

 

5.1.4. What else services you expect from them? 

Mitä muuta palvelut odotat heiltä? 

 

5.2. If no: 

Jos ei: 

 

5.2.1. Why? 

Miksi? 

 

5.2.2. Do you get help for exporting from else where?  

Saatteko apua vientiin muualta? (for example getting help organization like Finpro) 

 

6. Can growth of the exported products increase profit margins of the company in the 

period of 5 years?   

Voisiko viennin kasvu kasvattaa yrityksenne voittomarginaalia 5 vuoden 

aikajaksolla? 

 

7. Can growth of the exported products help expand the business? 

Voisiko viennin kasvu auttaa laajentamaan liiketoimintaa? 

 

8. What is your opinion about following sentences (agree/partly agree/disagree): 

Mitä mieltä olette seuraavista kysymyksistä (kyllä/ehkä/ei): 

  

- If the export market is distant and unfamiliar, would you prefer to sell the 

products to this market through a 3
rd 

party here in Finland?  

Jos viennin kohdemarkkinat ovat kaukaisia ja vieraita (maantieteellisen 

etäisyyden mukaan), pitäisittekö parempana myydä tuotteet näille 

markkinoille suomessa sijaitsevan ulkopuolisen tahon kautta? 
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- If an export intermediary is much more knowledgeable about a certain export 

market, would you use such an intermediary or rather sell directly? 

Jos viennin välittäjä tuntee tietyn kohdemarkkinan teitä paljon paremmin, 

käyttäisittekö sellaista välittäjää? 

 

- If an export intermediary is better in handling export negotiations, would you 

use such an export intermediary or rather than selling directly yourselves? 

Jos viennin välittäjä hoitaa vientineuvottelut teitä paremmin, käyttäisittekö 

sellaista välittäjää? 

 

- If an export intermediary would buy your products and then sell forward to 

foreign countries, will you prefer such an intermediary over one who does 

not? 

Jos viennin välittäjä ensin ostaa tuotteenne ja myy ne sitten eteenpäin 

ulkomaille, käyttäisittekö sellaista välittäjää? 

 

9. Please evaluate the following barriers in your export activities. 

Arvioikaa alla olevat esteet, jotka haittaavat vientiänne.  

Export barriers 1 - 

huge 

barrier 

Iso este 

2 3 4 5 – 

no 

barrier 

Ei este 

lainkaan 

Lack of knowledge about export 

Vientiin liittyvän tiedon puute 

 

     

Ability to identify buyers in foreign markets 

Taito löytää ostajia ulkomaan markkinoilta 

 

     

Difficulty in making contacts and 

communicating with buyers 

Vaikeudet yhteydenpidon aloittamisessa ja yhteydenpidossa 

ostajien kanssa 

 

     

Lack of internationally recognized brand names 

Kansainvälisesti tunnettujen tuotemerkkien puute 

 

     

Lack of financial resources to conduct market 

research in overseas markets 

Ulkomailla suoritettavien markkinatutkimuksien rahoituksen puute 

 

     

Lack of management commitment to develop export activities 

Yrityksen johdon sitoutumisen puute viennin kehittämiseen 
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Lack of personnel trained and experienced in  

export marketing 

Vientikoulutusta ja -kokemusta omaavan henkilöstön puute 

 

     

Failure to meet buyers quality requirements 

Ostajien laatuvaatimusten pettäminen 

 

     

Failure to meet buyers packaging and labeling 

requirements 

Ostajien pakkaus- ja etiketöintivaatimusten pettäminen 

 

     

Lack of experience to adapt (to tradition, taste, consumer behavior) 

Ei kokemusta kohdemarkkinoihin sopeutumisessa (tavat, maut, 

kuluttajakäyttäytyminen) 

 

     

Firm’s size 

Yrityksenne koko  

 

     

Lack of technology 

Teknologian puute 

 

     

Lack of competitive prices 

Kilpailukykyisten hintojen puute 

 

     

Strong competition in export markets 

Kova kilpailu vientimarkkinoilla  

 

     

Unawareness of your products in the foreign market 

Tuotteidenne tuntemattomuus ulkomaan markkinoilla 

 

     

Export methods of payment/ payment 

Asiakkaiden maksutavat  

 

     

Debts of clients and unpaid bills   

Asiakkaiden velat ja maksamattomat laskut 

 

     

Complexity of paper work, procedural and 

complexity 

Paperityön monimutkaisuus, menettelytapojen monimutkaisuus 

 

     

Foreign market regulations  

Ulkomaan markkinoiden säädökset 

 

     

High transportation costs  

Korkean kuljetuskulut 

 

     

Lack of resources for export promotion and 

after sales assistance programs  

Viennin edistämisen ja asiakaspalvelun resurssien puute 

 

     

Direct export barriers or complex government bureaucracies 

Suorat viennin esteet tai monimutkainen hallinnollinen byrokratia 

 

     

Others (please specify):  

Muut syyt (mitkä?)  
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     APPENDIX 2 

FRAMEWORK FOR EXPERT OF INTERNATIONALIZATION INTERVIEW 

 

1. How long have you been working as an expert of internationalization? In which 

sector (for example food, technology, etc.?) 

 

2. Who are your main clients? (for example Finnish manufacturers, foreign clients 

and etc.)? 

 

2.1 What size companies are mainly your clients? (SMEs or large enterprises?)  

 

3. Have you involved in exporting to Germany and China (including Hong Kong)?   

 

If yes: 

 

3.1. What are the products exported?  

 

3.2. What are the export services that client-companies needed when exporting to 

Germany and China, respectively?  

 

3.3. What are the main obstacles when exporting to China and German market, 

respectively? 

 

If no: 

 

3.4. Do you have plans to get involved in exporting to Germany or China? 

 

4. What export services you provide to your clients?  

 

4.1. What export services are important for your clients? List three most important 

ones. Why? 

 

5. What is your opinion about following sentences (agree/partly agree/disagree): 
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- If the export market is distant and unfamiliar, would you prefer to sell the 

products to this market through a 3
rd 

party here in Finland?  

 

- If an export intermediary is much more knowledgeable about a certain export 

market, would you use such an intermediary or rather sell directly? 

 

- If an export intermediary is better in handling export negotiations, would you 

use such an export intermediary or rather than selling directly yourselves? 

 

- If an export intermediary would buy your products and then sell forward to 

foreign countries, will you prefer such an intermediary over one who does 

not? 

 

6. What is your opinion about establishing an export agency company in Finland to 

help Finnish manufacturers enter China or German market? 

 

6.1. Why export agency companies/trading companies are rare in Finland?  

 

7. How significant are the following barriers for Finnish manufacturers in export 

activities? 

Export barriers 1 -  

huge 

barrier  

 

2 3 4 5 –  

no 

barrier 

at all  

Lack of knowledge about export 

 

     

Ability to identify buyers in foreign markets 

 

      

Difficulty in making contacts and 

communicating with buyers 

 

     

Lack of internationally recognized brand names 

 

     

Lack of financial resources to conduct market 

research in overseas markets 

 

     

Lack of management commitment to develop export activities 

 

     

Lack of personnel trained and experienced in  

export marketing 

 

     

Failure to meet buyers quality requirements.  

 

     

Failure to meet buyers packaging and labeling requirements      
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Lack of experience to adapt (tradition, taste, consumer behavior)     

 

 

Firm’s size 

 

     

Lack of technology 

 

     

Lack of competitive prices 

 

     

Strong competition in export markets 

 

     

Unawareness of your products in the foreign market  

 

     

Export methods of payment/ payment  

 

     

Debts of clients and unpaid bills 

 

     

Complexity of paper work involved, procedural  

Complexity 

 

     

Foreign market regulations  

 

     

High transportation costs  

 

     

Lack of resources for export promotion and 

after sales assistance programs 

 

     

Direct export barriers or complex government bureaucracies  

 

     

Others (please specify):       
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